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2ABSTRACT
Leasing as a financing tool is a rather new concept to the
People's Republic of China. Though it has been brought into China
for only six years, it is developing rapidly.
The circumstances that have led to its growing popularity in
China, current leasing practices, the legal treatment of lease
agreements and the tax issues in leasing activities are examined.
Together with the identification of those questions arising from
cross-border leasing with China, recommendations are made. A
method of evaluatinn a finanra lcaca is nracantar
The fact that the Chinese government is now drafting new
legislation relating to leasing indicates the importance of
leasing in China. With its vast population, enormous economic
potential and tight foreign exchange control, the PRC will
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Leasing is by no means new to us. One may probably have
hired a bicycle and enjoyed his/her weekend riding on it in the
suburbs. The hiring of the bicycle is one form of leasing. To
most families in Hong Kong, their telephones are rented from the
Hong Kong Telephone Company. This is another example of leasing.
Both examples cited above represent a deal that at the end of the
lease period, the asset will be returned to the owner. However,
leasing is not restricted to this so-called operating lease as in
the above examples. Over the centuries, leasing has been
developed into a medium-term and/or long-term financing technique
for the lessee to acquire a new asset. With the advent of
complicated tax systems and the tax concessions granted for
investments, different forms of leasing were designed. For
instance, in a leveraged lease, the lessee takes the advantage of
the lessor's tax shelter and thus obtains a cheap fund which he
cannot otherwise obtain from commercial loans.
China, with the modernization of its aircraft, has recently
used the method of leveraged leasing to acquire new aircraft.
Some of these deals were arranged in Hong Kong with Hong Kong
lessors. Other projects, such as hotel buildings, or the
acquisition of new production lines have been known to have used
2the technique of lease financing. The lease arrangements in these
projects, however, fall in the category of the financial leases.
This paper aims to investigate the current practice of
leasing in China, with special attention given to the legal issues
of the lease contract and the tax aspects of the companies
involved, and to identify the problems arising from leasing with
the PRC. The methodology we employed in this research is
discussed in chapter II.
Chapter III. gives a brief overview of lease financing.
Details of the distinction between operating and financial leasing
are given. Chapter IV presents the current situation of equipment
leasing in China. The big players in the market have been named,
the leasable items listed, and the common lease structure
identified. Chapter V discusses the legal treatment of lease
arrangements through which the legal status of the two parties in
the lease contract can be better understood. Chapter VI
illustrates how taxation applies to different investment vehicles
available for doing leasing with China. Chapter VII concerns the
evaluation of a financial lease. Chapter VIII identifies some of
the problems involved in leasing with China.
3CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY
Although a number of trade bulletins have recently reported a
dramatic increase in the volume of leasing agreements executed in
the People's Republic of China, the fact that the leasing industry
is only a recent development both in Hong Kong and in the PRC
makes it impossible for us to find any well-organized information
that can provide us with a clear picture of the operation. Hence,
there is a need to start from the beginning and to locate relevant
materials in newspapers, journals and from experts who have sound
experience in dealing with the PRC.
As the study involved a lot of legal and tax aspects. of the
PRC, materials on China's taxation law, national economic contract
law and foreign economic contract law were extensively studied by
referring to recent publications of East Asian.Executive Reports,
The Directory of China Trade, Business China and China Year-books.
On the other hand, the widely-accepted accounting rules were
employed to serve as the basis for defining some of the leasing
concepts in this study.
To enrich our understanding of leasing in China, both formal
interviews and informal discussions were conducted with experts
from the leasing companies which are active in leasing with the
PRC. Questions and discussions were focused on the following
4categories in the interviews:
(1) the present practice of leasing with the PRC
(2) problems which are peculiar to the PRC leasing market
(3) strategies to tackle these problems
(4) future outlook of the cross-border leasing with the PRC
Appendix 1 lists the questions asked in the interviews with
the leasing companies.
An interview specifically relating to the tax issues of the
PRC was conducted with the Tax Manager of Arthur Andersen Co.
The questions asked during the interview are shown in Appendix 2.
5CHAPTER III
AN OVERVIEW OF LEASE FINANCING
Early History
Leasing has had a long and successful history. There is
evidence that the Sumerians, before 2000 B.C., used a form of
operating lease for agricultural implements and hand tools.
Finance leasing of land and buildings became popular in
Europe in the Middle Ages because of the rigid systems of land law
and the restrictions on inheriting freehold property. The
technique was quickly taken up in the United States in the
diaries of George Washington, there are several references to the
Potomac and wagon trains.
Leasing of railway wagons in the United Kingdom in the 1840s
is the first example of a full pay-out facility for commercial and
industrial equipment. Leasing companies, known at the time as
wagon companies, were among the first to be incorporated and take
advantage of the general introduction of limited liability in the
1850s. The world's first registered leasing company, the
Birmingham Wagon Company, was constituted on March 20, 1885, and
immediately began leasing railway wagons to coal and other mineral
proprietors for fixed terms of between five and eight years.
In the early twentieth century, leasing of certain
6specialized types of equipment, for example boot and shoe-making
machinery and private telephone equipment, continued
intermittently in both the United Kingdom and United States.
During World War II, leasing became a widespread means of
financing equipment over the life of cost-plus government
contracts.
Modern Development
In May 1952, Henry Schoenfeld set up the first modern leasing
company, United States Leasing Corporation, now United States
Leasing International Inc. Subsequently leasing grew rapidly,
offering 100% financing, tax benefits and off-balance sheet
treatment. By the end of the 1950s, leasing was sufficiently
developed in the United States for the leading leasing companies
to turn their attention to foreign markets.
In June 1959, United States Leasing International set up a
Canadian subsidiary, Canada-Dominion Leasing Corporation: a year
later, with the UK finance house, Mercantile Credit Company, it
established Mercantile Leasing Company in London. Leasing
companies were established in France and Italy in 1961, in Germany
in 1962 and by 1966 throughout Europe. Orient Leasing Company,
the first Japanese leasing company, was formed in 1963 and several
Australian finance companies began marketing leasing facilities in
the early 1960s.
Leasing became increasingly popular for a number of reasons.
The key attractions for equipment users were that it generally
provided 100% finance and enabled firms to increase their overall
7debt-raising capability by offering cash flow benefits and
flexibility,. since leasing companies tailored the pattern and size
of rental payments to the specific needs of lessees. Leasing was
aggressively marketed as an alternative to medium-term bank loans,
and contractual formalities were completed with great speed by the
leasing companies. In Australia, the United Kingdom and the
United States, favourable tax regimes also further encouraged the
growth of leasing.
Many leasing product innovations were introduced in the
1980s, and there was wide geographic diversification. Sales-aid
leasing schemes have been broadened to encompass a wide variety of
different types of equipment, and many lessors have added such new
items as natural gas pipelines and films- the latest and fastest
growing sector in several leasing markets- to their portfolios.
Developing Countries
Leasing has spread gradually to a number of developing
countries, following initiatives by International Finance
Corporation (IFC), the private sector arm of the World Bank, and
several major banking and leasing groups. IFC has been
instrumental in establishing leasing companies in 14 developing
countries. In several, such as Jordan, Peru, Sri Lanka and
Thailand, IFC participated in the formation of the first leasing
venture. More recently, IFC has been examining the feasibility of
setting up specialized leasing operations, e.g. Agrileasing in
Brazil, which would be the first agricultural leasing company in a
developing country.
8IFC has three principal roles. Firstly, it acts as a
project catalyst, bringing together domestic sponsors, foreign
technical and financial partners, and government authorities to
ensure the establishment of a sound going concern. Secondly, IFC
provides equity and loan finance to the new ventures and later
will introduce them to international funding markets. Thirdly,
IFC acts as an advisor to authorities in developing countries with
a view to establishing appropriate regulatory' frameworks for
leasing.
Several international banks and independent leasing companies
have played a leading role in establishing leasing companies in
developing countries. Group specializing in this field include
Compagnie Bancaire Group and Societe Generale, in France Orient
in Japan Barclays Bank and Lloyds Bank in the United Kingdom and
Chemical Bank, Citibank, Manufacturers Hanover and United States
Leasing International in the United States.
The Nature of Leasing
Leasing is a contractual arrangement whereby the legal owner
(lessor) conveys the right to use an asset to another party
(lessee) in return for the payments of specified rentals over an
agreed period of time. Leases. can be classified into major types
on the basis of three factors: (a) underlying economic intentions
of the parties (b) number of and relationship between the parties
to the arrangement and (c) ownership of the asset prior to the
inception of the lease. Exhibit III.1 provides a schematic
representation of this classification:
9Classification Based On:
Underlying Number and Ownership of TYDe of Lessor
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Exhibit III.1 Schematic Representation of Principal Types of Leasing Arrangements
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Operating vs. Financial Leases
International Accounting Standards 17 classifies as a finance
lease a lease under which: the lessor transfers to the lessee
substantially all the risks and rewards incident to ownership of
an asset. Title may or may not eventually be transferred. An
operating lease is any lease other than a finance lease. Exhibit
111.2 shows the International Accounting Standards Committee
(IASC) suggested approach to the classification of a lease.
Ownership transferred
Yes





Lease term for major part Yes
of asset's useful life
N0
Present value of minimum
lease payments greater than
Yesor substantially equal to
asset's fair value
No
Operating Lease Finance Lease
Exhibit 111.2 Chart prepared by the International Accounting
Standards Committee and appended to ISA 17.
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The principal economic characteristic of a financial lease is
the lessee's intention to acquire substantially all of the
economic property rights vested in an asset (i.e. economic
benefits associated with outright ownership) and to employ the
contractual arrangement as a choice for financing the transaction.
As such, the term of a financial lease, usually, corresponds quite
closely to the service life of the asset, and the contractual
commitment, normally is noncancellable or cancellable upon the
payment of a substantial amount, which includes the lessor's
uncovered cost plus a penalty.
In contrast, the primary characteristic of an operating lease
is the lessee's intention to acquire the service of an asset for
short period of time- usually to fill a temporary need.
Consequently, the term of the lease, usually, is substantially
less than the economic life of an asset, and in the event a
somewhat longer term is agreed upon, an operating lease can be
cancelled by' the lessee after giving appropriate notice to the
lessor. The penalty, under these circumstances, is nominal and
usually involves an amount that reflects the discount, if any,
given by the lessor for the longer term lease.
Types of Leasing Activity
In several countries, a distinction must be made between a
lease which is, in substance if not in form, a conditional sale or
hire-purchase arrangement (known as a capital lease in the United
States) and one which does not envisage at the outset title to the
leased equipment eventually passing to the lessee. A lease in the-
12
latter category is known as a true lease in the United States.
The Capital Lease
A lease is classified (and accounted for by both a lessee and
a lessor in the United States) as a capital lease if it meets any
of the following criteria:
(1) the lease arrangement is so structured as to transfer
ownership of the equipment from the lessor to the lessee at
the end of the lease term
(2) the lessee has the option to purchase the equipment at a
bargain price
(3) the non-cancellable period of the lease is-equal to 75% or
more of the useful life of the equipment as estimated at the
inception of the lease
(4) the present value of the minimum lease payments is equal to,
or more than 90% of, the fair market value of the equipment
(after taking into account any related investment incentives
Arrriii nn to tha 1 accnrl
The True Lease
A lease may be considered to be a true lease if that lease
conforms to the local rules and regulations. Confusion arises
because a true lease in one country does not necessarily
constitute a true lease in another.
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The Full Pav-out Lease
The full pay-out lease describes a lease in which the lessor
aims not only to recover the whole of the initial capital
investment out of rental payable under the contractual arrangement
with the lessee, but also to achieve a predetermined yield on the
funds employed to finance the investment. The counterpart to a
full pay-out lease is the part pay-out or non pay-out. lease.
The Sale and Lease-back
Here an equipment user sells to a leasing company equipment
to which it already has title and which has a reasonable remaining
useful life. The leasing company then leases the equipment back
to the user, who then becomes the lessee. A business may wish to
arrange a sale and lease-back transaction for equipment already on
its books to:
(1) provide working capital
(2) generate a book or taxable profit where the fair market value
of the equipment exceeds the depreciated value in the user's
account
(3) refinance on a medium or long-term basis if the original
purchase of the equipment was financed with short term funds
or




A lease normally provides that the lessor has the right to
sell or charge the leased asset and to assign the benefits under
the agreement, subject always to the lessee's right of quiet use
of the leased asset over the lease term. The-right enables the
lessor to sell the lease receivables for a cash lump sum. The
amount paid by the buyer (the assignee) will be determined by the
return required on the investment. The future receivables are
discounted to a present value at the required yield rate and the
amount of the present value paid to the lessor (the assignor).
Such assignments can be either with or without recourse to the
lessor. If the assignee has recourse to the lessor, the lessor
effectively guarantees to the assignee that the lessee will meet
its payment and other obligations under the lease agreement.
The Direct or Single Investor Lease
A lease is classified as a direct lease or single investor
lease if the lessor provides the whole of the purchase price for
the leased asset from its own resources including any borrowings
for which the lessor is primary liable. Adirect lease can be
either a two-party or three-party relationship. Exhibit 111.3 and
111.4 show the two-party and three-party relationship
respectively. A two-party relationship arises when the lessor is
also the manufacturer or the supplier of the equipment to be
leased. In such relationships, the lessor, usually known as a
captive lessor, is often a subsidiary of the manufacturer or
supplier. A captive lessor may also be a joint venture between-
15





Supplier delivery of equipment
right to use equipment
Exhibit 111.3 The two-party leasing relationship
Lessor
purchase contract lease contract
title to equipment payment of rentals








Exhibit 111.4 The three-party leasing relationship
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The Leveraged Lease
The lessor in a leveraged lease provides only a proportion,
ranging from 20% to 40% known as the equity portion or equity
funds, of the capital cost from its own funds to purchase
equipment for leasing. The balance of the funds required to meet
the purchase price, known as the debt portion or debt funds, is
often provided by one or more institutional investors. The
institutional investors have no recourse to the lessor for
repayment of their loans.
The debt funds are normally secured by a first charge or lien
over the equipment and by legal assignment of the rental payments
and other lease benefits.
The institutional investors- typically insurance companies,
pension funds, trusts, foundations and banks- are known as debt
holders, debt participants or loan participants. The lessor, or
.group of financial or other institutions acting together as the
lessor, is known as the equity holder or equity participant.
Due to the number of parties involved in a leveraged lease,
there is frequently a requirement for two additional parties to
manage the rights and obligations of the debt and equity
participants. These are the indenture trustee and the owner
trustee.
The indenture trustee receives the funds required to purchase
the equipment from the debt and equity participants and pays the
equipment supplier. The indenture trustee also holds the charge.
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over the leased asset and the assignment of the lease agreement
and distributes the rental income received from the lessee first
to the debt participants and any surplus to the equity
participants through the owner trustee.
The owner trustee, not normally required unless there is more
than one equity participant, acts as the nominal lessor or agent
for the equity participants. The owner trustee holds title to the
equipment on behalf of the equity participants, and receives and
distributes the surplus rental or other income remaining after
debt service.
Due to the complexity of many leveraged lease arrangements,
it is not uncommon for an additional party to be involved, viz.
the packager. The packager arranges and often manages the whole
transaction on behalf of the other parties for a fee. The
packager, often an independent leasing company, merchant bank,or
investment bank, may also act as the indenture trustee or owner
trustee. Exhibit 111.5 shows the relationship between parties to
a leveraged lease.
Only leases for equipment costing a substantial sum are
eligible for leveraging because the costs involved in arranging,
documenting and managing a leveraged lease are often substantial.
One of the attractions of the leveraged lease is that the
equity participants obtain title to the leased equipment by
providing only a relatively small proportion of its overall cost.
With title comes-any related taxation incentives and government
subsidies. These benefits are passed on to the lessee by way of a
18
reduction in rentals and hence equivalent loan interest rate.
Indenture Debt serviceEquity portion
Trustee




Surplus rental income Surplus rental income
after debt service after debt services











Exhibit 111.5 The relationship between parties to a leveraged lease
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Domestic and International Leasing
Domestic Leasing
The leasing of equipment by a lessor located in one country
to a lessee in the same country is referred to as domestic
leasing.
Cross-border Leasing
The leasing of equipment by a lessor located in one country
to a lessee in another country is known as cross-border leasing.




(4) import and export permits and duties
(5) income and withholding taxes
(6) enforcement difficulties and
(7) different accounting and reporting requirements.
Despite the difficulties, many cross-border leases have been
successfully concluded.
Export Credit
Most capital goods-exporting nations have established export
credit agencies to underwrite the risks, both political and
commercial, of extending credit facilities to foreign equipment
buyers. They also often provide finance on favourable terms or
subsidize commercial loan facilities. In some cases export credit.
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agencies also offer guarantees and finance facilities to lessors
exporting their equipment to foreign users. A lessor with, if
necessary, the co-operation of the lessee, is often able to obtain
funding on favourable terms from a foreign supplier and pass on
the benefits to the lessee.
Leasing and Project Finance
Over the years the expression project financing has evolved
to describe the financing of a specific economic entity in which a
lender seeks security from:
(1) net cash flow from the economic entity and
(71 th nrnior+ mccn+c
An equipment lease often forms part of a project financing,
with the economic entity being the lessee and-the net cash flow
being the source of payment of the rentals. The project assets
are the leased assets.
The Advantages of Leasing- to a Lessee
Only part of the benefits may apply in any particular
circumstances, but they should all be taken into account when
deciding whether or not leasing should be selected as the method
to finance specific eauiDment reauirement.
(1) Leasing provides up to 100% of the cost of the equipment
(2) Leasing does not tie up valuable working capital or credit
lines
(3) Leasing offers cash flow benefits
(4) Leasing provides certainty
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(5) Leasing is a sound hedge against inflation
(6) Leasing may be off balance sheet
(7) Leasing may avoid loan convenants or capital investment
restraints
(8) Leasing avoids dilution of share ownership
(9) Leasing is straightforward and
(10) Leasing is tax efficient.
The Advantages of Leasing- to a Lessor
(1) Leasing is an additional financial product
(2) Leasing may increase profitability
(3) Leasing provides introductions to equipment suppliers
(4) Leasing is simple to document and
(5) A leasing contract can be closed quickly.
22
CHAPTER IV
EQUIPMENT LEASING IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
History of Equipment Leasing
Leasing- which involves a smaller initial investment than
purchasing- has caught the attention of China's many small and
medium-sized companies as well as large forex-strapped
enterprises. Yet, it has not been long since this new method of
financing was brought into China.
Capital equipment leasing was first introduced indirectly
into China just over six years ago by a Hong Kong company,
Goodyear Printing Press. Under a compensation trade agreement,
Goodyear set up a printing plant in Fuktin, and the full financing
of the machinery for the first stage of production was provided by
the Hong Kong branch of a Japanese leasing company.
Professional leasing institutions began to appear thereafter.
In 1981, Japan's Orient Leasing pioneered in setting up a
joint venture in Beijing. It is called China Orient Leasing
, with China International Trust and( 中 國 東 方 租 賃 有 限 么 司
and theInvestment Company (CITIC
Beijing Machinery and Electric Equipment Corporation as partners.
It is the first joint venture leasing company involving both
Chinese and foreign capital.
中 國 國 際 信 託 投 資 公 司 )
The first purely Chinese joint venture leasing company was 
jointly set up by CITIC and China's State Bureau of Supplies in 
mid-1981. It is called China Leasing Company ( ).
which now has about 18 agencies and sub-agencies throughout the 
country and with which a number of foreign banks have co-operation 
agreements.
But the ball was really set rolling only in November 1983,
when France's Societe Generale, Hong Kong's Bank of East Asia, and
Bank of China got together to set up a joint venture in Hong Kong. »
Called Trilease International Limited (
it was the first ever Chinese leasing joint venture with a foreign 
bank and the first concrete evidence that China is looking at 
lease financing as an effective way to import modern equipment.
Types of Leasing
Generally, China looks at leasing as an alternative method of 
financing the cost of acquisition of capital items. Although a 
number of leasing companies have entered into operating leases 
with China users, this is still much less common than the 
financial leases. In addition, the arrangements of the leases 
become more varied and complicated. The first syndicated leasing 
transaction was recently reported. A group of banks led by 
Trilease International Limited has entered into a syndicated 
leasing agreement with a Chinese-foreign joint venture in Xiamen 
for the purchase of electronic production lines. Under a 
syndicated lease, more banks are involved in the financing, 





There are few restrictions on the types of assets that may be
leased to China. It can be as small as a photocopier or as large
as an aircraft. Generally speaking, anything that falls into the,
category of fixed assets, and in particular machinery and
equipment, are leasable, either in the form of any single item or
a combination of items. For example:
(1) Industrial equipment, such as plastic injection moulding
machines, printing machines, metal-processing machines and
wood-processing machines.
(2) Transportation equipment, such as aircraft, helicopters,
vessels, barges, ferries, pleasure boat, motor cars, trucks,
railroad wagons.
(3) Construction equipment, such as cranes, batching plants,
bulldozers, excavators, concrete mixers.
(4) Office equipment, such as computers, word-processors, copying
machines, telephone or telex equipment.
(5) Agricultural equipment, such as tractors, threshers.
(6) Medical and dental equipment, such as X-rays, scanners.
(7) Other: oil rigs, drilling platforms, hotel equipment, air-
conditioning equipment, etc.
This summary is only an indication of the sort of equipment
that lessors are willing to consider leasing. In general,
industrial equipment is more important and popular in the China
leasing market than office equipment. Moreover, though small
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items are leasable, most of the leased items are big ones. As
each lease transaction involves a high documentation cost, it is
not well-justified for the Chinese enterprises to acquire small
items by lease financing. Yet, if the small equipment is used by
a number of units, the leasing company can arrange a package deal
with a Chinese. corporation which then sub-leases the equipment to
end-users.
Terms of Leasing
The duration of the leases depends on the leased items. Most
of the contracts range from three to seven years, sometimes with a
grace period. However, for such items as aircraft, the duration
may last for fifteen years or even longer. Parties prefer short-
term leases for a number of reasons:
(1) Short-term leases require less interest tnan long-term
leases
(2) Since the lessee views the lease transaction as an
installment sale, it wants to complete the payment and to
gain full ownership of the equipment as quickly as possible
(3) Because the remedies available to the lessor in case of
default are limited, it wants to be paid in full as soon as
possible to decrease its exposure to default by the lessee
(4) Given the possibility of cutbacks in foreign exchange
allocations, which might prevent a lessee from making
payments on the lease,. both lessor and lessee want to reduce
the time during which they are exposed to such a risk [1].
Though leases can be offered on a fixed rate. floating rates
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are more popular. There is no fixed rental payment time. This
usually depends on negotiations between the lessor and the lessee.
Usually, the payment pattern is designed in such a way that the
rental payment would be-matched by the cash inflow generated by
using the leased items. The denomination of the transaction
depends on. the kind of money used in buying the leased item.
Technology Licensing
Generally, where the lessee is a PRC state enterprise, the
Chinese want all terms-and conditions of any technology transfer
to be included in the terms of the lease agreement itself. In
essence, the lessor enters a license agreement with the provider
of technology, know-how and technical training and in turn
provides the same to the lessee by way of a sublicense
incorporated into the terms of the lease agreement.
While European providers of technology, know-how and training
are frequently willing to enter into such a tripartite
arrangement, most American providers of technology, know-how and
training prefer to enter into a separate technology license and
training agreement running directly between the supplier of
technology and training and the Chinese licensee.
Frequently, in Chinese-foreign joint ventures, when capital
equipment is purchased through lease financing arrangements rather
than through borrowings by the joint venture, equipment is
provided under a lease agreement while the technology licensing
and training aspects related to such equipment are covered under a
separate license and training agreement between the technology
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licensor and the joint venture entity.
Once a lessor and lessee have agreed on the terms and
conditions of an equipment lease, and the licensor and licensee of
technology to be licensed in conjunction therewith have agreed on
the terms of such license, there is one additional hurdle which
must be met- the application for an export license.
If the lessor and licensor are U.S. corporations or
subsidiaries of U.S. corporations and the equipment leased or
technology to be transferred are included among any of the 215
dual use items on the U.S. Commerce Department's Commodity Control
List, the lessor and the licensor must obtain export licenses from
the Commerce Department in order to ship such equipment and
transfer such technology to a PRC entity.
Common Lease Structure
Most of the leases with Chinese enterprises to date fall into
one of four categories:
(1) Lessor and lessee based in China
The lessor can be a domestic leasing company without foreign
participation such as China Leasing Company or with foreign
participation such as China Orient Leasing. The lessee may
be either-a state-owned enterprise or Chinese-foreign joint
venture.
(2) Foreign lessor, lessee based in China
The foreign lessor refers to. those leasing companies set up
outside PRC such as Trilease International Limited operating
in Hong Kong. The lessee may be one of the trust and
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investment corporations of China, such as CITIC, which may in
turn enter into a sub-lease with the end-user.
(3) Foreign lessor and lessee
The lessee is the foreign party in a Chinese-foreign joint
venture. The equipment is used in China in the operations of
the joint venture. The foreign party may provide the
equipment as part of its capital contribution to the joint
venture or the foreign party may merely provide the equipment
to the joint venture according to an undertaking in the joint
venture agreement. Perhaps the foreign lessees are
interested in the leasing facility because they may not have
much confidence in the joint venture.
(4) Foreign lessor and lessee
The equipment is used in China under a processing contract
between the lessee and a Chinese enterprise or in an
establishment of the lessee,in China.
Procedures for Government Approval
In structures (3) and (4), since the lease transaction is
arranged outside the PRC, we shall not discuss its procedures in
our project. Instead, we pay attention to the formality required
in arranging a lease transaction within this command economy.
Here, the usual procedure for importing equipment through leasing
begins with the factory, which submits its proposal for equipment
purchases and/or feasibil.ity studies to the municipal or
provincial government office of the Ministry of Foreign Economic
). TheRelations and Trade (MFERT
proposal must substantiate the need for the equipment and provide
對 外 經 濟 貿 易 部
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evidence of its technical and economic effectiveness. If the
value of the project is within the approval jurisdiction of the
local MFERT office, the factory manager then may go straight to*
the leasing company to negotiate a contract. If the value of the
project is too large to be handled locally, it probably will be
submitted to the ministry in Peking. It may also be
necessary to submit the proposal to the State Planning
Commission ) or the State Economic國 家 計 劃 委 員 會
Commission
After the lease has been approved, the application for the
import licence and the foreign exchange for payment of rental are
a matter of routine. The State General Administration of Exchange
Control is the body which grants the( 國 家 外 匯 管 理 局 )
foreign exchange approval.
In some cases, the procedure will be shortened if the factory
(or Chinese joint venture partner) has the right to handle its own
imports, or if the local level authorities are authorized to
approve investment proposals themselves.
Investment Vehicles Available to Foreign Capital
Foreigners may have four ways to lease equipment to
enterprises in the PRC:
(1) Opening up a branch office in the PRC,
(2) Becoming a party to an equity joint venture,
(3) Becoming a party to a contractual joint venture,
(4) Carrying on operations completely outside of China.
國 家 經 濟 委 員 會
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Yet, only the second and the fourth investment vehicles have
been employed. Regardless of the location of the leasing company,
the foreign involvement in the China leasing likes to take the
form of an equity joint venture with Chinese enterprises as its
counterparts. The foreign partners of such companies rely on
their Chinese partners to secure sources of customers and the
authorizations for importation while they can share their
experience and know-how with their partners.
According to an unofficial estimate, at least a dozen joint
venture leasing companies involving Chinese and foreign interests
have been established. Most of these joint ventures are made up
of:
(1) a Chinese financial institution, such as CITIC, the Bank of
China or one of its provincial branches
(2) a Chinese import-export corporation responsible for a
particular category of goods, such as the China National
Machinery Import-Export Corporation or the China National
Technical Import-Export Corporation and
(3) two or more foreign financial institutions.
In addition to specializing in a particular category of
goods, these joint venture leasing companies are increasingly
regional, not national, in focus. For example, the recently
formed Hua He International Leasing Company- whose partners
include Showa Leasing Company of Japan, the Qingdao Leasing
Corporation, and the Bank of China Trust and Consultancy-
operates solely in Shandong Province. The trend towards both
functional and regional specialization of these joint venture
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leasing companies reflects increasing competition (and hence the
search for a profitable niche), and the increasing variety and
specialization of the market for equipment and machinery in China.
Appeals to Foreign Financial Institutions
Foreign financial institutions are interested in setting up
joint venture leasing companies with. Chinese partners largely
because by doing so, they can have their first real opportunity to
engage in financial activities within China. With the exception
of the four foreign banks that have had branches in Shanghai since
1949, until the recent promulgation in April 1985 of regulations
permitting foreign banks to establish branches in the Special
Economic Zones, foreign banks have been permitted to have only
representative offices in China. Because such offices are
permitted to engage only in liaison and co-ordination activities,
foreign banks had been precluded from engaging in any real banking
business through their Chinese offices.
Moreover, these foreign financial institutions have a wide
range of contacts with foreign suppliers of equipment and
machinery. Many customers of foreign banks are manufacturers.
already involved in, or interested in becoming involved in,
supplying equipment to China. A foreign bank that enters a joint
venture leasing company with a Chinese entity can therefore play
an important role in locating potential sources of equipment to be
leased. This capability nicely complements the ability of Chinese
parties in the leasing joint venture to locate potential Chinese
lessees. And now that many foreign banks have customers that are
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involved in joint ventures in China and need imported equipment
and machinery, foreign banks are often able to assist in locating
potential lessees as well [2].
Advantages of Leasing to Chinese End-Users
(1) Leasing requires a smaller initial outlay of foreign exchange
than does a straight purchase- a downpayment of 10-15
percent of the purchase price is customary but is sometimes
waived if the lessee cannot afford it. It also reserves the
working capital and the banking facilities of the lessee for
use in other more critical areas of-the business.
(2) Leasing offers 100% financing compared to conventional loans
with downpayments or compensating balances. It allows the
user to obtain equipment when debt financing is not
available. It is an alternative source of credit.
(3) Leasing is a sound hedge against inflation. Equipment can be
acquired at today's price and paid for with tomorrow's money
generated by the leased equipment.
(4) Future lease. payments to which an enterprise has committed
are not reported as liabilities. It is interesting to note
that Chinese managers have become conscious of balance sheets
since the government increasingly-rewards productivity and
efficiency to all enterprises.
(5) Equipment leasing enables an enterprise to obtain the
equipment immediately without arranging for the complicated
central government approvals necessary for such purchases.
An enterprise wanting to buy a capital item from abroad must
first obtain central government approval. The purchase must
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be included in its annual plan and approved by the
government. If it has not been included in the current
year's plan, it must be deferred until the following year.
If, on the other hand, the enterprise opts to lease the
equipment, it requires only the approval of the bureau in
charge of it -at the provincial or municipal level. An
exception to this rule exists in the case of major items such
as aircraft, which must be approved by the State Planning
Commission.
(6) Leasing is a very flexible technique. Within certain broad
guidelines, leases may be structured to meet the requirements
of the lessee. The lessee may select the lease period and
rental frequency which most suits his particular needs. The
rental payments can be adapted to the special cash flow
requirements of the lessee.
(7) Commercial procedures are simpler when equipment is leased
rather than purchased. The-leasing company both finances the
lessee's purchase of the equipment and handles its import.
Thus, the lessee can deal with one organization and does not
have to go through the more time-consuming process of
obtaining a loan from a bank and then arranging for an
import-export company to purchase the item. As a result, it
usually takes less time to import items to be leased than it
does for items purchased directly by end-users.
[1] Moore, Thomas B., and Roderick W. Macneil. Leasing in China




LEGAL TREATMENT OF LEASE AGREEMENTS
As the legal and organizational infrastructure in any country
is critical for attracting foreign capital, it is no wonder that
the Chinese have seriously been attempting to develop their legal
system since 1979. Yet, there has not been any detailed law that
specifically governs lease financing. What they have are two sets
of contract laws that in some way govern the lease agreements.
The first one is the Law of Economic Contracts of the People's
Republic of China (National Economic Contract Law
) while the second one is the Economic Contract Law經 濟 合 同 法
of the People's Republic of China Involving Foreigners (Foreign
Economic Contract Law 中 華 人 民 共 和 國 涉 外 經 濟 合 同 法 ) .
National Economic Contract Law
This law was adopted on December 13, 1981 and came into force
as of July 1, 1982. It applies only to economic contracts entered
into between two or more Chinese organizations. Therefore, its
application is somewhat limited. However, this law would apply to
a lease between a joint venture company established in China
involving Chinese and foreign investments and a Chinese lessee.
It contains specific provisions relating to lease contracts.
中 華 人 民 共 和 國
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The Making of Contracts
Article 23 of the National Economic Contract Law requires
that a lease contract include a description of the property, its-
size, use, the period of the lease, the rental, maintenance
obligations and responsibilities of the parties in the event of a
breach of the contract. Moreover, the lessor can transfer its
property rights to a third party while the lessee can sublease the
leased property to a third party, with the permission of the
lessor. The rent under the lease contract must be in accordance
with state unified criteria. If there are no such criteria-
and it appears that none now exists- the parties are free to
agree on an appropriate rent.
Responsibilities of Lessee and Lessor
Responsibilities of lessees
(1) The lessee is responsible for repairing damaged property and
for losses due to unauthorised dismantling or alteration of
the property.
(2) The lessor is entitled to cancel the lease if the lessee
sublets without authorization or if the lessee is engaged in
illegal activities.
(3) The lessee must pay additional lease fees if the property
is not returned at time specified.
Responsibilities of lessors
(1) The lessor will be responsible for losses in the event of
failure to deliver the property to the lessee at the time
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specified.
(2) The lessor will be required to compensate the lessee for
losses suffered if the quality of the property leased is
below that specified in the contract.
(3) The lessor must pay compensation if the lessee is required to
extend the lease due to improper operation of equipment by
the lessor or the lessor's service personnel.
Foreign Economic Contract Law
This law was adopted on March 21, 1985 and became effective
as of July, 1985. Though it does not contain any specific
provisions concerning lease contracts, the lessors based outside
of China might find it useful because the law applies to contracts
between Chinese and foreign parties. There are a number of
provisions of general application in the Law that could provide
some-guidelines for foreign lessors.
Governing Law and Forum for Dispute Resolution
The contract law's stipulation that, except in investment
contracts, the parties may decide on the governing law, should
theoretically make it easier for foreigners to argue for the law
of a foreign country to govern. As a practical matter, however,
Chinese negotiators are likely, as-in the past, to resist these
arguments strongly on the ground that these contracts are signed
and largely performed in China. And even if a contract were
governed generally by foreign law, certain specific stipulations
of Chinese law, including the Foreign Economic Contract Law
itself, would continue to-apply.
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Moreover, even if a foreign governing law were to be applied,
the Foreign Economic Contract Law seems to provide a preference
for Chinese courts as a forum for the resolution of contract
disputes. Under the contract law, if the parties to a contract
are unwilling to hold informal discussion to settle a dispute,
they may resort immediately to arbitration, which may be conducted
in or outside of China. But if there is no arbitration agreement
between the parties, the law provides that they may bring suit in
the people's courts [1]. Hence, in order to avoid later
arguments, it would be advisable to include clear dispute
resolution procedures in the lease.
Compensation for Violating Contracts
The contracting parties are given the autonomy to decide the
method. of calculating the amount of compensation for the loss
caused by the party that violates the contract. Yet, the
compensation made by the party that violates a contract should
equal the loss suffered by the other party, but should not exceed
the possible loss anticipated at the time the contract was signed
should one party violate the contract. When the amount of payment
for violation is substantially higher or lower than the actual
loss, either party may appeal to an arbitration agency or a court
of law for an appropriate reduction or increase of the amount.
Responsibility Exemption
The parties concerned shall be exempted from all or part of
the responsibilities for failure to fulfil all or part of the
contract obligations if the failure is caused by a force majeure
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(article 24). A force majeure is an event that cannot be
anticipated at the time of the signing of the contract by the
parties concerned, an event of which the occurrence and aftermath
are neither avoidable nor surmountable. The limits of a force
majeure may be defined in the contract.
Conclusion
In all contracts, documentation has a dual function. It
evidences the existence of an agreement, and expresses in written
form the rights and obligations of the parties thereto. Though
the Chinese government is now drafting-new legislation relating to
the leasing activity, as far as there is no specific legislation
governing lease financing, parties engaged in these transactions
should be careful to include provisions for all eventualities in
the lease.
[1] Gelatt, Timothy A., and Ruben-Kraiem. The Foreign Economic
Contract Law: More Autonomy for Contracting Parties. East Asian




Taxation of rental income will obviously be of utmost
important to foreigners leasing equipment to Chinese lessees.
However, the Chinese tax law, as in many other areas of law,
leaves many questions unanswered.
Different tax laws apply to Foreign Enterprises, Joint
Ventures, each of the Four Special Economic Zones (SEZ), the
fourteen coastal cities, Chinese domestic corporations and
certain specialized industries (eg. petroleum, farming,
forestry). Each has it.s own characteristics and preferential
treatments. Further, it is not uncommon for different tax
bureaus in different locations to interpret the same laws quite
differently.
Current tax regulations are somewhat general in nature and
contain a certain degree of flexibility which allows, and often
necessitates, many tax issues to be negotiated. Thus, decisions
involving taxation in China should be made on the basis of
specific and detailed analysis of the proposals contemplated.
The two tax laws of primary importance to foreign business
entities operating in China are the Foreign Enterprises Income
Tax Law and the Joint Venture Income Tax Law. Their provisions
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with respect to the deduction of expenditures, the formula for
calculation of taxable income, the declaration and payment of tax
and the tax administration by the Chinese tax authorities are
similar.
They differ in the following significant areas:
Joint VentureForeign Enterprises
Income Tax LawIncome Tax Law
Tax rates 20%- 40% 30%





Generally not available 100% exemptionTax holiday
except for operations for for 1st two profit-
periods in excess of 10 making years 50%
years and for farming, reduction for next
forestry, animal husbandry, three years
or other low-profit businesses
Companies leasing equipment to the PRC are subject to three
types of taxation: income tax, Consolidated Industrial and
Commercial Tax and customs duties on imported equipment.
Foreign Enterprises Income Tax
Foreign Enterprises Income Tax is levied upon:
(1) Establishments set up in China by foreign entities for
independent operation
(2) Foreign entities engaged in cooperative production or
operation of business with Chinese entities and
(3) Foreign entities which do not have establishments in China,
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but are receiving dividends, interest, rental, royalties and
other income originating in China.
Establishments
Establishments are defined as the organizations or places
set up or business agents stationed in China by a foreign
enterprise to carry out production or business. These include
administration offices, branch offices, plants, places for
exploration of natural resources, place for construction,
installation, assembly and exploration contracts, representative
offices and business agents.
Calculation of Taxable Income
The taxable income of foreign enterprises with establishments
in China is the net income for the tax year adjusted for non-
allowable and non-taxable items. Income received in foreign
currencies should be translated into RMB at the exchange rate
quoted by the State General Administration of Exchange Control
(SGAEC) on the date the tax is paid.
Deemed Profit Basis
In case in which the period of operation is short and
accurate vouchers of costs and expenses cannot be provided and
hence the amount of taxable income cannot be accurately
calculated, a deemed rate of profit, determined by the relevant
tax authorities may be used in calculating the* taxable income.
This is currently 10 percent.
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Actual Profit Basis
A business concern that wishes to be taxed on an actual basis
must satisfy the following six conditions:
(1) Register with the State Administration of Industry and
Commerce,
(2) Set up a bank account in China,
(3) Establish its own accounting policies and systems,
(4) Keep its own books of -account and prepare financial
statements which must be audited by a Chinese CPA firm,
(5) Have proper invoices and vouchers to support all of its
expenditure, and
(6) Have statements certified by recognized international CPA
firms, as recommended by the Chinese tax authority, to
verify the value of assets brought into China for the
purpose of computing depreciation.
Tax Year
The tax year is the calendar year, but a foreign enterprise-
may apply to the tax authority for approval to use its fiscal year
for tax filing purposes.
Non-deductible Expenses
The following items are not deductible in computing taxable
income:
(1) Expenditure for the purchase or construction of machinery,
equipment, buildings and other assets these are capitalized
and depreciated.
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(2) Costs relating to acquisition of intangible assets. Such
costs can, however, be capitalized and deducted through
amortization.
(3) Interest on capital (i.e. interest on debt to acquire plant
and equipment is not deductible but could be capitalized and
deducted through depreciation interest on debt to acquire
working capital is deductible).
(4) Income tax and local surtax payments.
(5) Penalties for illegal operations and losses from confiscated
property.
(6) Delinquent tax payments and penalties.
(7) Losses from storms, floods and fire that are reimbursed by
insurance.
(8) Contributions other than public welfare.
(9) Royalties paid to head office.
(10) Expenses not relevant to production and business operations.
Head Office Charges
Head office general and administrative expenses allocated to
a Chinese branch and actual expenses paid by the head office for
the Chinese branch are deductible, provided:
(1) the following documents are available:
- Certified documents and vouchers from the head office, and
- Financial reports certified by auditors acceptable to
China and








0.3% of net sales(1) For enterprises with annual net
sales up to RMB 15 million
RMB 45,000+ 0.1% ofFor enterprises with annual net
the excesssales in excess of RMB 15 million.
or
1% of business(2) For enterprises with annual total
incomebusiness income up to RMB 5
million
RMB 50,000+ 0.3% ofFor enterprises with annual total
the excessbusiness in excess of RMB 5
million.
Depreciation
Straight-line depreciation is deductible accelerated methods
are permitted only if approved by the Chinese tax authority.
Depreciation of fixed assets is computed on cost less a defined




Houses and buildings 20
Trains, ships, machines, equipment and-facilities 10
used in production
Electronic equipment, means of transportation other 5
than ships and trains, furniture, fittings and
other appliances
Intangible and tangible costs of offshore oil 6
development, including related general and
administrative expenses
Longer depreciation periods may be adopted if approved by the
Chinese tax authority. Items costing less than 500 yuan may not
be expensed.
Amortization
The cost of intangible assets should be amortized over the
period specified by the relevant contracts or agreements. In the
absence of such specifications, they should be-amortized over 10
years. Organizational expenses incurred during the preparation
period of the joint venture can be amortized over a period of not
less than five years.
Both tangible and intangible exploration expenses incurred in
offshore oil projects can be amortized over a period of not less
than one year. Amortization of these exploratory costs begins
once commercial production commences.
Losses
Losses cannot be carried back, but they can be carried
forward for five years.
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Tax Rates
The detailed tax rate is shown below:
Tax Rates







Local tax of 10% of the taxable income is payable to the
local authority. Foreign enterprises engaged in small scale
production (taxable income less than RMB 1,000,000) or in what are
considered low profit occupations, may be allowed a reduction in
or exemption from local tax upon approval by the local authority.
Withholding Tax
Foreign enterprises without- establishment in China are
subject to a 20% withholding tax on gross receipts from dividends,
interest, rentals, royalties and other income sourced in China.
The withholding tax is reduced to 10% on royalties for patents and
technology supplied in connection with such projects as
agricultural, forestry, fishery and animal husbandry production
scientific research production of energy resources promotion of
communication and transportation conservation of energy
prevention of environmental pollution and use of highly
significant technology etc..
Withholding tax may be exempted entirely for items which are
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superior on a technical level and which have been supplied to
China on favorable terms. Withholding tax will be exempted on
the value of proprietary technology contributed by foreign
investors in payment of their capital investments in joint
ventures, if there are no further fees charged to the Chinese
partner for its use.
Where sellers' credit is granted by the government of the
exporting country in relation to the import of technology,
equipment and commodities by Chinese entities, the interest in
favor of the seller, at a rate lower than that applicable to
buyers' credit, may be exempted from withholding tax.
Joint Venture Income Tax
All equity joint venture with Chinese and foreign investment
are subject to Joint Venture Income Tax.
Calculation of Taxable Income
The taxable income of a joint venture is its worldwide net
income in a tax year after deduction of costs, expenses,
depreciation and losses in that year.
Tax Year
Joint ventures must use the calendar year as their tax year.
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Non-deductible Expenses
The following-items are not deductible in computing taxable
income:
(1) Capital expenditure for the purchase or construction of
machinery, equipment, buildings and other assets these are
capitalized and depreciated.
(2) Costs relating to acquisition of intangible assets. Such
costs can, however, be capitalized and deducted through
amortization.
(3) Interest on capital (i.e. interest on debt to acquire plant
and equipment could be capitalized and deducted through
depreciation).
(4) Income tax and local surtax payments.
(5) Penalties for illegal operations and losses from confiscated
property.
(6) Delinquent tax payments and penalties.
(7) Losses from storms, floods and fire that are reimbursed by
insurance.
(8) Contributions other than for public welfare.
Entertainment Expenses
Deduction of entertainment expenses is limited to 0.3% of
total sales income or 1% of total business income.
Depreciation
Straight-line depreciation is allowed accelerated methods
are permitted only if approved by the Chinese tax authority.
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Depreciation of fixed assets is computed on cost less a defined
residual value which is 10% of cost. The useful lives of assets
are as follows:
Year
Houses and buildings 20
Trains, ships, machines, equipment and facilities 10
used in production
Electronic equipment, means of transportation other 5
than ships and trains
Amortization
The cost of intangible assets should be amortized over the
period specified by the respective joint-venture agreements. In
the absence of such specifications, they should be amortized over
10 years. Organizational expenses incurred during the preparation
period of the joint venture can be amortized at a maximum rate of
20% per year.
Method of Accounting
Accounting should be on the accrual basis with proper
vouchers supporting all the entries. The accounting policies
should be submitted to the tax authorities for reference. Sales
invoices and business receipt forms should be submitted to the tax
authorities for approval prior to their use. Accounting books,
records etc.' must be kept for at least fifteen years. Accounting
records and reports should. be maintained in Chinese or in both
Chinese and a foreign language.
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Losses
Losses cannot be carried back, but they can be carried
forward for five years.
Tax Rates
The joint venture income tax rate is 30%. In addition, a
local tax of 10% of the assessed joint venture income tax is
levied. Hence, the total tax is 33%. When the foreign joint
venture partner repatriates its share of the profits from China,
withholding tax is assessed at the-rate of 10% on the amount
remitted.
Tax Holiday
A joint venture formed for a duration of 10 years or more is
entitled to full exemption from income tax in the first two
profitable years and to a 50% tax reduction in the next three
profitable years.
Joint venture engaged in relatively low-profit operations
such as farming and forestry, or joint ventures established in
remote, economically under-developed regions, shall be allowed a
15- 30% reduction in income tax for 10 years following the period
comprising the first five profit-making years.
Reinvestment of Profits
If a joint venture partner reinvests its share of the joint
venture income in China instead of remitting outside of China for
five years or more, 40% of the joint venture income tax on the
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reinvested amount will be refunded. The refund does not include
the local tax paid nor the Industrial and Commercial Consolidated
Tax paid. The reinvestment must be in the same joint venture, in
another joint venture in China or in related projects approved by
the Chinese authorities.
Foreign Tax Credit
Foreign tax paid on the foreign-source income of the joint
venture can be used as a credit to offset the Chinese joint
venture income tax such as foreign-source income.
Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax
Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax (CICT), is a
transactional tax. There is also a specific clause imposing on
imports. The rate of tax is classified according to the type of
products or trade involved and ranges from 1.5 percent to a
maximum of 69 percent of the amount paid.
If the lease is treated-as a sale, the tax rate applicable
would in most cases be 5 percent of the amount paid for the
equipment, which includes such things as freight, customs duty
and service charges. It is unclear whether future lease payments
would be discounted to come to the amount paid or whether they
would be just aggregated in gross. This is probably a point of
negotiation between the lessor and the PRC government officials.
The Chinese have provided for an exemption from CICT for
goods imported into China by equity joint ventures and
contractual joint venture in certain cases.
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If the lease is considered a true lease, then lease payments
will be subject to CICT, whether the lessor has an establishment
in the PRC or not. In most cases, the applicable rate of tax
would be 5 percent of the lease payments. Lessors should clarify
with the Chinese lessee as to who is responsible to pay this tax.
The possibility does exist to pay CICT twice, that is, once
on the importing of the equipment and then again on the
subsequent lease transaction.
Customs Duty
Customs duties range from 5 percent to 400 percent of the
price of the imported goods. Most equipment imports would be
subject to a rate of 5 to 20 percent of the equipment price. In
a lot of cases, equity joint ventures and contractual joint
venture will be exempt from customs duty on equipment into.China.
Taxation in the Special Economic Zones
There are four Special Economic Zones (SEZ), three in the
Province of Guangdong (Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou) and one in
Fujian Province (Xiamen). Each SEZ has autonomy in setting its
economic and tax policies. The Shenzhen SEZ has made public its
tax laws and regulations and preferential treatment available and
they are included in the following paragraphs. Other SEZ are
understood to have similar tax policies and preferential




The income tax rate applied to enterprise operating in the
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone- is 15%, with no local surtax.
This applies to both equity joint ventures-and contractual co-
operative joint ventures.
Tax holiday
The tax holidays for enterprises established after 1982 for
production and operating in tourist or service trade are 2 years
and 1 year respectively. Enterprises operating in transport and
communication are taxed at one-half of the rates for one year.
With US$5M- or more foreign investment, involving high
technologies, having long cycle of capital turnover or running
for 10 or more years, the corresponding tax holidays are 5 years,
3 years and 2 years. The tax holidays may vary slightly as
between SEZ.
Losses
Losses may be offset against of subsequent years for up to
five years.
Withholding tax
Withholding tax of 10% applies to dividend remittances unless
specific exemption or reduction has been obtained.
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Customs Duties
Import duties are exempted on the importation of machinery,
equipment, spare parts and accessories, raw materials, means of-
transport and other means of production by SEZ enterprises.
Consumer goods imported with the approval of the Special Economic
Zone Committee for use in the SEZ also are exempted from import
duties, with the exception of a few items such as cigarettes,
liquor and wines, on which an import duty at one-half of the
minimum rates is levied. Finished and semi-finished products
manufactured by enterprises in the SEZ are exempted from export
duties.
Other Taxes
Individual Income Tax, Industrial and Commercial Consolidated
Tax, Real Estate Tax and license fees for cars and vessels can be
levied at special rates.
Taxation in the Fourteen Coastal Cities
The fourteen coastal cities are Dalian, Qinhuangdao,
Tianjin, Yantai, Qingdao, Lianyungang, Nantong, Shanghai, Ningbo,
Wenzhou, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Zhanjiang and Beihai.
Each of these cities will likely offer preferential tax
treatment to foreign investments in the Development Zones within
its area. Although none.of the fourteen coastal cities has yet
formalized its preferential treatment to foreign investors, it is
anticipated that they will follow patterns similar to the SEZ.
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Conclusion
In general, there are two ways of*dealing with the tax on
leasing:
(1) The rentals of operating leases are dealt with according to
the fees for the use of proprietary rights or the fees for.
the use of the equipment
(2) The rentals of finance leases are dealt with according to the
repayment of the principal with interest in the financial
capital credits.
The taxes mentioned above are some basic provisions for
taxing foreign lessors. China has, however, in recent years,
adopted preferential measures such as tax reductions and
exemptions and taxing at lower rates. Tax reductions and
AYAmntinnc in rnnnPrtinn with leasina are as follows:
(1) For operations in the SEZ
(a) Foreign enterprises-with an investment of$ 5 million or
more and scheduled to operate for a period of 10 years
or more are exempt from income tax in the first profit-
making year and allowed a 50-percent reduction in the
following two years.
(b) When a joint venturer remits abroad its share of profits
obtained from the venture, no income tax is levied on
the remitted amount.
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(2) A foreign leasing company with no establishments in China
will enjoy the following tax exemptions or reductions when
renting, by way of finance lease, equipment to Chinese
Antitipc and npttinn rentals by installments:
(a) The income tax on the interest component in all lease-
sale transactions made between 1983 and 1985 is, within
the contracts oeriod of validity, reduce to 10 percent.
(b) An income tax of 10 percent of the remaining amount of
the rentals after deduction of the interest for loans is
levied on a foreign lessor, provided it can prove, by
submitting relevant loan agreements and interest
statements, that the interest in question is paid to its
bank which has actually extended the export credits.
An income tax of 10 percent of the remaining amount of
the rentals after deduction of the interest for loans
is also levied on a foreign lessor if its export
credits are not extended by its own country, provided.
an interest rate certificate is issued by the lending
bank (not necessary a national bank) and verified by
the tax authorities concerned.
(c) Foreign leasing companies will be exempt from income
tax if they provide equipment to Chinese companies and
enterprises by way of lease and in return the lessees
pay the rentals by supplying their finished products to
their lessors.
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(3) A 50 percent reduction of import duties or product tax (or
the tax on appreciating products) will be granted to imported
machinery, equipment, instruments and meters (including
those imported through leasing) necessary for the Chinese
existing enterprises, technical innovation and production of
new equipment and products.
Although there is tremendous advantage to operate from the
Special Economic Zones and the fourteen Coastal cities, there is
an interesting question: What would be considered as operating
from these special zones? Would the leasing companies have to be
registered in the special zones or would the lease assets have to
be used in the special zones? The interesting phenomenon is: if a
leasing company registered in a special zone, signs lease
contracts within the special zones for usage of the equipment
outside the special zones, would the leasing company be entitled
to the tax benefits? What happen if assets were moved in and out
of the special zones for usage under both situations? Since
these situations are not covered in the tax laws and regulations,
special tax rulings should therefore be sought.
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CHAPTER VII
EVALUATION OF A FINANCE LEASE
The previous chapters have described the legal and taxation
aspects of leasing in China which practitioners should be aware
of. Recently, tax-based leveraged leasing in Hong Kong As
becoming popular as China is seeking cheap funds to finance the
modernisation of its aircraft. The characteristics of a leveraged
lease have been discussed in chapter III. The. leveraged lease is
a relatively complex financial instrument in two ways. First, it
is legally complex in that it depends on tax laws, specific tax
rulings, and complicated trust and security agreements. The
operating framework of the leasing activity in Hong Kong is shown
in Appendix 3. Second, the leveraged lease is computationally
complex typically, it results in a series of positive cash flows
followed by a series of negative cash flows to the investor after
his initial equity investment. This multiple sign reversals in
the lessor's cash flow can lead to troublesome multiple internal
rates of return. We will in this chapter present the evaluation
of a finance lease from the point of view of lessor and the lessee
through a hypothetical case. Our case assumes a Hong Kong Lessor




January 1, 1987Acquisition date
10 years commences January 1, 1987Lease terms
10 annual rentals payable in arrears
Lessor's Year End (LYE)- December 31Tax Structure
175% of tax settled 10 months after LYE
25% of tax settled 13 months after LYE
-100% of tax settled 22 months after LYE
(Hong Kong Tax Structure)-
18.5% from Fiscal Year ending March 31, 1987Tax Rate
55% First Year AllowanceCapital Allowance
30% Writing Down Allowance
Allowance on reducing balance basis
Balance of allowances taken in final year
HK$875,000 advanced on January 1, 1987Loan
at 9% per annum based on 365 days
The loan is amortised with 10 annual
arrear repayments
20% per annum from January 1, 1987Lessor's expected
based on 365 daysRate of Return
4% per annum from January 1, 1987Reinvestment
based on 365 daysRate
Note:
(1) The lessor's expected rate of return is the rate of
Return on Invested Capital.
(2) Reinvestment rate is the rate at which surplus fund from
the lease project can be reinvested.
See below for the explanation of the Return on Invested
Capital method.
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Before doing the evaluation, let's look at the cash flow
first. Exhibit VII.1 shows the tax computation. Level rental
payment and loan repayment schedule is assumed for simplicity.
Exhibit VII.2 illustrates the calculation of the lessor's cash
flow and how we arrived at the rental amount. The lessee's cash
flow is simply the after-tax rental payments, i.e. rental*( 1
tax rate). As mentioned in the lease assumptions, taxes are being
settled 10, 13 an'd 22 months after lessor's year end. The 24th
day of each corresponding months is selected as the settlement
day.
The Return on Invested Capital Method
The last three columns of the Exhibit VII.2 shows the method
that we use to evaluate the lease, or alternatively speaking, to
calculate the lease rental. This approach, the return on invested
capital (RIC) method, is based on the idea that the lessor has
funds invested in the project part of the time and has loan
from the project during the rest of the time. The return on
invested capital is that interest rate which gives a future value
of zero to the project when the project balance each year is
compounded at some measure of the cost of capital (if the project
balance is positive, i.e. a loan for the lessor) and compounded at
RIC (if the project balance is negative). Since the return on
investment, or RIC, has already been stated in the lease
assumptions, we are using .it to calculate the lease rentals.
However, we can calculate this rate if the rental structure is
given. The project balance is updated whenever there is a cash
flow for the lessor but the amount of reinvestment is brought to
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the project balance once a year.
Setting the Rental Terms
Dyl and Martin [1] has proposed a straight-forward method to
calculate the rental using sinking fund evaluation method
however, we found that the iteration method can work on an
electronic spreadsheet quite efficiently. The above two exhibits
were set up using Lotus 1-2-3. For the loan repayment, one can
either use the iteration method or calculate it directly using the
following equation:
Principal= Repayment
where i= annual interest rate
n= number of payment
Moreover, you can arbitrarily put in some other specific loan
repayment schedules to see the changes in the amount of. rentals.
The only restriction is that loan outstanding at the end will be
zero. We. can then iterate on the rental payments to make the
project balance nil at the end of the project. With slight
modifications in the model, one can evaluate the RIC under
different loan repayment schedules. and rental structures.
Evaluation
From the cash flow of-the lessor, we may come to the
conclusion that the lessor gets a return of 20% per annum from the
funds he invested in the project. Of course, the actual amount of
benefit, which cannot be seen directly from the RIC method, he
received from the project depends on the length of the period that
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he has funds invested on the project and the amount of that funds.
Therefore, we would also like to look at the NPV of the project
for the lessor in order to assess the project. In this case, the
NPV of the project is HK$ 12,455 when the cash flow is discounted
at 15%.
For the lessee, we can use the internal rate of return method
to calculate his equivalent rate of a loan because there is no
problem of multiple rate of return as in the case of lessor. The
IRR for the lessee in this case is 8.9079%.
Further Discussion
In order to get a better understanding of the structure of
the lease, we alter the debt/equity ratio and investigate the
response of the system. As mentioned before, the model built on
Lotus 1-2-3 is extremely flexible for us to make these changes.
Exhibit VII.3 illustrates the variation of the rental
requirement in order to maintain a 20% per annum of RIC. Exhibit
VII.4 shows the calculations of the NPV of the lessor's investment
at different debt/cost ratio. THe cash flows are discounted at
15%, 20% and 25% per annum. Exhibit VII.5 shows the calculations
of the lessee's IRR. Figure VII.1 and VII.2 show the variations
of the lessor's NPV and-lessee's IRR with respect to the changes
of the debt/equity ratio. Notice that we have limited our study
to level rental structure and level debt repayment.
In the range between 60% and 90% of debt/asset cost ratio,
NPV (discounted at 15%) decreases first with increasing
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debt/equity ratio, reaches a minimum at about 85% debt/cost ratio
and then rises again. The IRR of the lessee decreases with
increasing debt/equity ratio.
The choice of debt/asset cost ratio is a compromise between
the lessor and the lessee. It should however be mentioned once
again that this result was obtained from level rental and debt
repayment and the result must not be generalized to other cases.
For instance, accelerated debt repayment is commonly found in
practice. Different rental structures, such as ballon rental etc.
can also be constructed to suit the needs of the parties
concerned. We are not trying to go any further. into the
theoretical basis for the evaluation of leases of which
academicians have shown keen interest in. However, we just want
to demonstrate that there are almost unlimited ways to structure a
lease. It is therefore the responsibility of the packager to
structure the lease which is most beneficial to the parties
involved and still conforms to the legal requirements.
[1] Edward A. Dyl and Stanely A. Martin, Jr., Setting Terms for
Leveraged Leases, Financial Management (Winter 1977), pp. 372-378.
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Exhibit VII.1 Tax Computation
(G)(F)(E)(0)(C)(B)(A)
Capital TaxTotal PeriodicRentalLoanLoanLessor' s
Tax Assessment@ 16.5%IncomeInterest Allowance
`rear End Outstanding Repayment
HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
:$112, 575)($688,513)$155,237$685,000$78,758$875,00031-Dec-87 ($2)418)($13,828)$155,237$94, 508$73,765$136)383$817,36731-Dec-88 $31915$21,168$155,237$66, 158$67, 927$136,383$754,74831-Dec-89 $81726$47,166$155,237$46,305$613766$136,383$686,29231-Dec-90 $12, 538$67, 772$155,237$32, 414$55,051$136, 383$61-1167531-Dec-91 $15,667$84,686$155,237$22, 689$47, 862$1363383$530,34331-Dec-92
$18,424$993590$155,237$15)883$39,764$136,383$441,82131-Dec-93
$20)914$113,851$155,237$113118$313068$1363383$345, 20231-Dec-94
$23, 285$125, 865$155,237$73782$21,598$1363383$239, 88731-Dec-95
$23,271$125,789$155,237$181159$119289$136,383$125, 09431-Dec-96
$136, 383$031-Dec-97
(A) Loan Outstanding throughout the year
(E3) Loan will be repaid on 1-January
(C) Interest for leap year= loan outstanding* interest rate* 366/ 365
(F=)= (E)- (C)- (D)
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Exhibit VII.2 Cash flow
(H)(G)(F)(E)(D)(C)(B)(R)
Reinvestment ReinvestmentProjectLessor'sFunds To Tax PaymentLoanRental
/(Return)RateEta 1 anceCash Flow/(Credit)LessorRepaymentPaymentDate
HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$















4% ($254)$155,237 $12,259$136,383 $18,85401-Jan-96 $18,854
$3147.$7303024-Jan-96 $53229 ($5)229)
$211207.24-Oct-96 ($12,804)$19)834 ($19)834)
$52807$155,1237 ($484)47.01-Jan-97 $1363383 $183854 $18,854
24-Jan-97 207. $15($14)($5)821)$5,821
$0 ($2)24-Oct-97 $14($14)
(R) (B) from Exhibit VII.1
(C)= (R)- (B)
(D) Hong Kong Tax System- assumed no holdover tax
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Exhibit VII.3
The variation of rentals











Ehibit VII.4 Lessor's Net Present Value Calculation
(Discounted at 15/.)
Debt/Cost= 75%Debt/Cost= 78%Debt/Cost= 65%Debt/Cost= 60%
PresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor's
ValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowDate
HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
($250,000) $250,000)E0 1 -Jan-87 :$358,800) ($380,800) ($300,888)($350,800)'$400,000) ($480,080) $45, 310$52, 106$571108$65,674$68,906$79, 242$88, 784$92, 809(31-Jan-88 $83,776$1073946$82, 301$106,846$88,826$104,145$79,351$102,24424-Oct-88 $39,385$49,640 $52, 106$65,674$59, 895$79,242$703150$92, 809(31-Jan-89 ($2)464)($3)652)($4,647)($6,886)($6)830)($9,012) ($18,128)($13,354)24-Oct-89 $34,247$52, 106$43, 165$65,674$52,083$79,242$613000$92, 809(31-Jan-98 ($340)($522)($641)($984)($942)($1,446)($1,243)($1)908)24-Jan-98
($7)255)($8,005) ($12,363)($83755) ($13,641)($9,585) ($14,919)($16)197)24-Oct-98
$29,780$521106$3711535$65, 674$45, 289$79,242$53, 044$92, 809(31-Jan-91
($1,169)($23064)($1,422)($2,511)($1,675)($2,957)($1,928)($31404)24-Jan-91
($7,311)($7,937) ($14,327)($83562) ($15,553)($9,188) ($16,779)($18,005)24-Oct-91
$25,896$32,639 $52, 106$65,674$39, 382$79, 242$46, 125$92, 809(31-Jan-92
($1)589)($3)226)($1,801)($3,657)($23013)($45087)($23225)($4, 517)24-Jan-92
($7,115)($73632) ($16,040)($83150) ($17,206)($8,667) ($18,373)($19,540)24-Oct-92
$223510$281371 $523106$65,674$34,232$79, 242$40, 093$92, 889(31-Jan-93
($1)771)($4, 135)($13947)($2, 124) ($4,548)($2,301) ($4,960)($5, 373)24-Jan-93
($6,769)($7,195) ($17)546)($7,621) ($18,653)($8,047) ($19,758)($28,863)24-Oct-93
$193574$243670 $52006$29,767 $65,674$34,864 $79,242$92,80901-Jan-94
($1,813)($4, 878)($15960)($2, 106)($2,253) ($5,263)($5,657)24-Jan-94 ($6,050)
($6,393)($6,738) ($19,868)($7,430) ($21,122) ($73084) ($28)891)($22,153)24-Oct-94
01 -Jan-95 $17,021$21,452 $52, 106$25,884$30, 316 $79,242 $65,674$92, 809
($1,783)($1)903) ($5)506)($2,144) ($6,250) ($2,824) ($5,878)($6)622)24-Jan-95
($5,971)($63249) ($20,472)($62807) ($22,384) ($63528) ($21,428)24-Oct-95 ($23,339)
$18,654 $14,800$52, 10601-Jan-96 $92)809 $26,362 $79,242 $22, 508 $65,674
($6)071) ($1,709)($2,004) ($1)808)24-Jan-96 ($63769) ($1$906)($7018) ($6,420)
($5,558)24-Oct-96 ($24,539) ($6,221) ($23)667) ($5,779) ($21,922)($63000) ($22,795)
$22,915 $12,865O1-Jan-97 $16,215$92, 809 $79,242 $19,565 $52, 106$65,674
24-Jan-97 ($1,615)($1,853) ($15695) ($6,601)($73573) ($7,249) ($1,774) ($6,925)
24-Oct-97 $286$613 $135 $584 $395 $87$111 . $63
Net Present Value: $64,231 $34,6©2$54, 355 $44, 478
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Exhibit VII.4 Lessor's Net Present Value Calculation (Cont.)
(Discounted at 15%)
Debt/Cost= 90%Debt/Cost= 87.5%Debt/Cost= 85%Debt/Cost= 8O
PresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor's
ValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowDate HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
($100,000)($125,000) ($100,000)$150,000) ($150)000) $125,800)01-Jan-87 ($200,000) ($200,000) $12)036$13,842$16, 395$18)854$21,774$25, 040$33,512$38, 53801-Jan-88 $87,852$113,197$87, 368$112, 575$86,717$1113735$85,251$109, 84724-Oct-88 $10,462$13,842$14,251$18,854$18,926$25,040$29)129$38, 53801-Jan-89 $2, 029$3,806$1, 626$2,418$1,07(3$13597($282)($417)24-Oct-89 $91098$13,842$12, 392$185854$16,458$25,040$25,330$38, 53801-Jan-90 $0$0$0$0$0$0($39)($60)24-Jan-90 ($3,439)($5,861)($4, 020)($6,850)($4)824)($8,220)($6, 505)($111085)24-Oct-98 $7,911$13,842$101776$18, 854$14,311$25,040$22, 026$38, 53801-Jan-91 ($474)($837)($554)($979)($665)($1, 174)($916)($11618)24-Jan-91 ($5,607)($51795) ($10,988)($6,865) ($11,355)($6, 686) ($11,885)($13,101)24-Oct-91 $6,879$13,842$9:1370$18,854$12,444$25,040$19,153$38, 53801-Jan-92 ($1)809)($2,848)($1,075)($2,181)($1,167)($23369)($1,377)($25796)24-Jan-92
($5,712)($5,862) ($12,878)($6,084) ($13,216)($6,597) ($13,716)($14,873)24-Oct-92
$5, 980$13,842$8,145$18, 854$25,040 $18,817$16, 648$38, 53801-Jan-93
($1,289)($3,010)($1,342)($3,134)($3, 313) ($1,419)($1,594)($3,722)24-Jan-93
($5,621)($5, 739) ($14,573)($5,920) ($14,879)($6, 342) ($15,349)($16,444)24-Oct-93
$52200$13,842$18, 854 $75082$25,840 $93406$14,477$38, 53801-Jan-94
($1, 416)($3,802)($1,458)($4,086) ($35917)($1,667) ($1,521)($4,476)24-Jan-94
($5,469)($53559) ($16,386)($6)047) ($17,808) ($5)704) ($16)575)($18,829)24-Oct.-94
$41521$13,842$6,159$18,854$12,589 $25, 040 $8,179$38, 53801-Jan-95
($1)458)($4)502)($43764) ($1,491)($1)662) ($4)606)($1,543)24-Jan-95 ($5)133)
($53233)($51301) ($17)944)($5,692) ($18,571)($195517) ($5,416) ($18,176)24-Oct-95
$3,932$13,842$55355$25,040 $18,854$38, 538 $18, 947 $7,11201-Jan-96
($1,446)($5,136)($1)611) ($53376) ($5)229) ($1,472)($51722)24-Jan-96 ($1,514)
($43980)($5,336) ($28,188) ($5,028) ($19,644)($21,850)24-Oct-96 ($53118) ($19,834)
$13,842 $3,418$383538 $9,515 $25, 040 $4,65501-Jan-97 $6,182 $18, 854
($1,405)($5,741)($1,536)24-Jan-97 ($63277) ($55956) ($1,425)($1,458) ($09821)
($40)24-Oct-97 $177 $69 $14 ($9)$39 $3$15
Net Present Value: $24,726 $14,749$15,002 $12,4455
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E.Fiibit VII.4 Lessor's Net Present Value Calculation (Cont.)
(Discounted at 28Z)
Debt/Cost= 75%Debt/Cost= 78Debt/Cost-= 65Y.Debt/Cost= 68Z
PresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor's
ValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowDate
HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
($250)000) ($258,888)($350,000) ($350,008) ($300,000) ($300,800)(31-Jan-87 ($408,000) $400,000) $433422$52,106$54,728$65,674$66, 035$79,242$77,341$92,809(31-Jan-88
$77, 553$187,94624 -Oct-88 $76087$106,046$74, 822$104,145$73,456$182,244
$36, 167$52,106$45, 584$65,674$55,001$79, 242$64,419$92, 809(31-Jan-89
($23186)($3,652)($4,122)($6) 886)($6)059)($7,995) ($10,120)($13,354)24-Oct-89
$30, 139$52, 106$37,987$65,674$45, 835$79,242$53,682$92, 809(31-Jan-90
($298)($522)($562)($984)($e27)($1)446)($1,091)($1,908)24-Jan-90
($65806) ($12)363)($73443) ($13,641) ($6,168)($8,081) ($14,919)($16,197)24-Oct-90
$255116$52, 106$315656$65,674$383195'$79, 242$44, 735$92,809(31-Jan-91
($984)($2,064)($1096)($2,511)($1)409)($23957)($1,622)($3,484)24-Jan-91
($53957)($65466) ($14,327)($63976) ($15,553)($7,486) ($16)779)($18,005)24-Oct-91
01 -Jan-92 $20)930$52,106$26,388$65,674$313830$37,279 $79,242$92,809
($1)281)($3)226)($1,452)($3,657)($1)623)($4,087)($1,794)($4,517)24-Jan-92
($5,554)($5,959) ($16,040)($63363) ($17,206)($6,767) ($18,373)24-Oct-92 ($19,548)
$17, 433$52,106$211972$65,674$79,242 $26)511$313051$92,889(31-Jan-93
($1)368)($1,504) ($4,135)($4)548)($1,777) ($12641)($4,960)($5,373)24-Jan-93
($5,064)($5, 383) ($17)548)($63021) ($19,758) ($5)702) ($18,653)24-Oct-93 ($20,863)
$143527$18,310 $52,186$25,876 $79,242 $22, 093 $65,674$92,809(31-Jan-94
($1,342)($4,870)($1,668) ($5,657)24-Jan-94 ($13559) ($5,263) ($1,451)($6,050)
($4)584)($22,153) ($5, 327) ($21,122) ($4,831) ($19,860)24-Oct-94 ($5)079) ($20)891)
$12006$213563 $52,10601-Jan-95 $92,809 $15,258$79,242 $183411 $65,674
($13265)24-Jan-95 ($1,521)($6,622) ($6,250) ($5,506)($1)435) ($1,350)($5,878)
($4,103)24-Oct-95 ($43677) ($22,384)($23,339) ($4, 486) ($21)428) ($43294) ($28,472)
01-Jan-96 $92,809 $173969 $10, 888$52,106$12,715$79, 242 $15, 342 $65,674
($1,162)24-Jan-96 ($7,118) ($1,362) ($6,071)($6)769) ($1,296) ($63420) ($1,229)
24-Oct-96 ($24,539) ($4,096) ($23,667) ($3)659)($33950) ($22,795) ($3,805) ($21,922)
01-Jan-97 $923809 $14,967 $93403$79,242 $523106$12,779 $10,591$65,674
24-Jan-97 ($7,573) ($13207) ($13052)($73249) ($1,104) ($6,601)($1, 156) ($6)925)
24-Oct-97 $613 $85 $504 $395 $286$70 $55 $40
Net Present Value: ($68) ($80) ($92) ($104)
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Exhibit VII.4 Lessor's Net Present Value Calculation (Cont.)
(Discounted at 20X)
Debt/Cost= 90%Debt/Cost= 87.5%Debt/Cost= 85XDebt/Cost= 80%
PresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor's
ValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowDate HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
($125, 088) ($108,808) $100)000)($150,800) ($150)000) C$125,000)01-Jan-87 ($2003000) ($200)000) $11,535$13,842$15,711$181854$20, 866$25, 840$32, 115$38, 53801-Jan-88 $613325$113, 197$88, 878$1125575$88, 275$111,735$78,918$109584724-Oct-88 $9, 608$133842$13,086$185854$173380$25,040$26,749$38, 53801-Jan-89 $1)800$33006$1,443$23410$956$1,597($250)($417)24-Oct-89 $83006$13, 842$103905$18, 854$14,483$25,040$22, 291$38, 53801-Jan-90 $8$0$0$0$0$8($34)($60)24-Jan-90 ($2,924)($5, 861)($3,418)($65850)($4,101)($8)220)($5,531)($11$085)24-Oct-90 $63672$13,842$93088$18, 854$12,069$25,840$18)576$38, 53801-Jan-91 ($399)($466) ($837)($979)($568)($1,174)($771)($11618)24-Jan-91
($43569)($4,721) ($18,988)($43941) ($11,355)($5,447) ($11,885)($133101)24-Oct-91
$5)560$133842$73573$18, 854$103058$25,048$152480$38, 53801-Jan-92
($813)($2, 048)($866)($2,181)($941)($2,369)($1,110)($2$796)24-Jan-92
($4S460)($43577) ($123878)-($4,750) ($13,216)($5,150) ($13,716)($14)873)24-Oct-92
$4)631$13)842$6,308$18,854$8)377-$25,840$12, 893$38, 53801-Jan-93
($996)($3)010)($3,134) ($1,037)($13096)($3,313)($1,231)($3)722)24-Jan-93
($4)205)($43429) ($14)879) ($45294) ($14)573)($4,745) ($15,349)($16,444)24-Oct-93
S3)859$13,842$183854 $53256$63981$25,840$10,745$38, 53801-Jan-94
($3,802) ($1,048)($3,917)($1)126) ($13080)($4,086)($1,234)24-Jan-94 ($43476)
($33921)($33986) ($16,306)($4)098) ($16,575)($4,336) ($17)888)($18)029)24-Oct-94
$33216$51618 $133842$18,854 $4,380$25,048$8,954$38, 53801-Jan-95
($4,582) ($1)034)($4,764) ($1)094) ($4, 606) ($13058)($1,179)($5, 133)24-Jan-95
($35596)($3)722) ($18,176) ($3, 643) ($17,944)($33911) ($18)571)($195517)24-Oct-95
$133842$43848 $3,658 $23680$25,040 $183854$7346201-Jan-96 $38, 538
($5036)($5)376) ($983)($1,095) ($1,829) ($53229) ($1,881)24-Jan-96 ($5, 722)
($31370) ($19,834) ($33279)($33311) ($19,644)24-Oct-96 ($3,514) ($20,188)($21, 050)
$25,040 $13,842$35040,$63215 $4)03(3 $1135854 $2323201-Jan-97 $395539
($59956) ($928)($1,001) ($949) ($5,741) ($915)24-Jan-97 ($6, 277) ($5,821)
$6924-Oct-97 $25 $14 ($40)$177 $18 $2 ($6)
($116) ($39) $17938Net Present Value: $7S976
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Exhibit VII.4 Lessor's Net Present Value Calculation (Cont.)
(Discounted at 25X)
Debt/Cost= 75%Debt/Cost= 78%Debt/Cost= 65f:Debt/Cost= 68%
PresentLessor'sPresentLessor? sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor's
ValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowDate
HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
($300,800) ($258,880) ($250,800)$358,000) ($350,000) ($300,000)01-Jan-87 ($400,080) ($400,008) $41,685$52,106$52, 539$65,674$63, 393$79,242$74,248$92, 80901-Jan-88 $72, 818$107,946$70,750$69,482 $186,046$104, 145$68,214$102324424-Oct-88 $33, 327$52,106$42,006$65$674$50, 684$79, 242$59,362$92, 80901-Jan-89 ($1)949)($3,652)($3)675)($6)886)($5,401)($7,127) ($18,128)($13,354)24-Oct-89
$26,662$52,106$33,604$65,674$40,547$79,242$47, 489$92, 80901-Jan-90 ($263)($522)($496)($984)($729)($1)446)($963)($1,908)24-Jan-90 ($5)279)($5)825) ($12,363)($6)370) ($13,641)($63916) ($14,919)($16)197)24-Oct-90
$213330$52,106$26,884$32,438 $65,674$79,242$37,992$92, 80901-Jan-91
($833)($2)864)($15013)($2,511)($1,194)($21957)($1,374)($35404)24-Jan-91
($4,894)($5,313) ($14,327)($5, 731) ($15,553)($6, 150) ($16,779)($18,005)24-Oct-91
$17, 864$52,106$21)507$65,674$25, 950$79, 242$38,393$92, 8090 1-Jan-92
($1,042)($3,226)($1, 181)($1,320) ($3,657)($4)087)($1,459)($49517)24-Jan-92
($4)381)($4,699) ($16,040)($5)018) ($17,206)($5,336) ($18,373)($19)540)24-Oct-92
$13,643$52,186$17,195$20,747 $65, 674$79, 242$24, 308$92)809.01-Jan-93
($1,868)($4,135)($1)174)($4,548)($1,281)($4)960)($1,387)($5, 373)24-Jan-93
($33834)($4,317) ($18,653) ($4)075) ($17$48)($4,558) ($19)758)($20,863)24-Oct-93
$10,914$52,106$13)756$16,598 $65,674$79, 242$19,440$92, 88901-Jan-94
($1,006)($4)878)($1,168) ($13087)($53263)($5)657)($1,250)24-Jan-94 ($6, 050)
($3,331)($3,692) ($20)891) ($3,512) ($19,860)($22053) ($3,872) ($21)122)24-Oct-94
$8,731$52,106$13,278 $11,005$79, 242 $65, 674$15355201-Jan-95 $92, 809
($910)($971) ($5)506)($1,094) ($1,033)($6,258) ($53878)24-Jan-95 ($6, 622)
($2,863)($3, 130) ($21,428) ($23996) ($20)472)24-Oct-95 ($23,339) ($3,264) ($22,384)
$63985$10, 623 $8,804 $52,10601-Jan-96 $12,441 $79, 242 $65,674$92, 809
($6)071) ($802)($895) ($849)24-Jan-96 ($941) ($61769)($7, 118) ($6)428)
($2,451)24-Oct-96 ($21646) ($22,795)($24,539) ($2,743) ($23)667) ($2,548) ($21,922)
$52,10601-Jan-97 $92,809 $03493 $51585$7,039$9)947 $79, 242 $65, 674
24-Jan-97 ($698)($79573) ($800) ($766) ($732) ($63601)($7,249) ($6,925)
$2624-Oct-97 $504 $286$613 $395$55 $45 $35
Net Present Value: ($49,602) ($42,413 ($35,023) ($27,634)
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Exhibit VII.4 Lessor's Net Present Value Calculation (Cont.)
(Discounted at 25%)
Debt/Cost= 90%Debt/Cost= 87.5%Debt/Cost= 85%Debt/Cost= 80%
PresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor'sPresentLessor's ValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowValueCash FlowDate HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$
($125,000) ($125,000) ($108,888) ($188,800)$158,800) ($158,800)01-Jan-87 ($200,000) ($200,000) $11,873$13,842$15,083$18,854$20,032$25,040$38,831$38,53801-Jan-88 $75,522$113,197$75,106$1123575$74,546$1112735$73,286$1093G4724-Oct-88 $8$853$13,842$125059$18,854$16,816$25,040$24,649$38,53801-Jan-89 $1,605$3,806$1,286$23410$852$11597($223)($417)24-Oct-89 $7$083$13,842$92647$18,854$12,812$25,040$19,720$38,53801-Jan-90 $0$0$0$0$0$0($30)($60)24-Jan-90 ($2$63)($5,861)($2)925)($6)850)($3,510)($8,220)($4,733)($11,085)24-Oct-90 $51666$13,842$71718$163854$10,258$251040$15,776$38,53801-Jan-91 ($338)($837)($395)($979)($474)($1,174)($653)($1,618)24-Jan-91 ($3,753)($31879) ($10,988)($4,060) ($11,355)($43475)-($11,885)($13,181)24-Oct-91 $4$533$13,842$6,174$18,854$8,200$25,040$123620$38,53801-Jan-92 ($661)($2,048)($704)($2,181)($765)($2,369)($983)($2,796)24-Jan-92 ($3,517)($33609) ($12,878)($3,746) ($13,216)($4,062) ($13,716)($14,873)24-Oct-92
$3,624$13,842$4,936$18,854$6,556$25,040$18,098$38,53801-Jan-93
($3, 810) ($777)($809)($3,134)($855)($3,313)($961)($3,722)24-Jan-93
($3,184)($3,251) ($14,573)($3,353) ($14,879)($3,593) ($15,349)($16,444)24-Oct-93
$2,899$13,842$3,949$18,854$5,245$25,040$8,872$38,53801-Jan-94
($785)($3,882)($809)($3,917)($844)($4,086)($4,476) ($924)24-Jan-94
($2,856)($2,897) ($16,386)($2,973) ($16,575)($18,029) ($3,151) ($17,888)24-Oct-94
$2,319$13,842$3,159$18,854$4,196$25,040$38,53801-Jan-95 $6,458
($744)($4,502)($761)($4)606)($787)($4,764)($848)($5,133)24-Jan-95
($2,509)($2,542) ($17,944)($2,597) ($18,176)($19,517) ($2,729) ($18,571)24-Oct-95
$13,842 $1,856$2,527$18,854$3,357$25,04001-Jan-96 $38,538 $5,166
($5,136) ($679)($691)($5,229)($711)($5,722) ($5,376)24-Jan-96 ($756)
($2,196)($2,217) ($19,644)($2,257) ($19,834)24-Oct-96 ($21,050) ($2,353) ($20,188)
$13,842 $1,484$2,021$18,85401-Jan-97 $38,538 $25,040 $2,684$4,130
($5,741) ($607)($615)($5,821)24-Jan-97 ($6,277) ($629)($663) ($5,956)
($48)$1 ($4)$1424-Oct-97 $177 $69 $6$16
$1,409($711437)Net Present Value: ($20,244) ($12,810)
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Exhibit VII.5 Lessee's Internal rate of return calaulation
Debt/Cost= 75%Debt/Cost= 70XDebt/Cost= 65%Debt/Cost= 60%
PresentRentalPresentRentalPresentRentalPresentRental ValuePaymentValuePaymentValuePaymentValuePayment
HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$Date




Exhibit VII.5 Lessee's Internal rate of return calaulation (Cont.)
Debt/Cost= 90%Debt/Cost= 87.5%Debt/Cost= 85%Debt/Cost= 80%
PresentRenta 1PresentRentalPresentRentalPresentRental ValuePaymentValuePaymentValuePaymentValuePayment HK%HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$HK$Date
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PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN THE CROSS-BORDER
LEASING WITH THE PRC
In Chapter VII, we have suggested one way to calculate the
rate of return for the lessor. Earning this rate, however, is no
easy task, especially in the cross-border leasing where the
contracting parties are located in two different countries. As
leasing is a rather new concept to China and its legal system is
different from that of the western world, difficulties are
inevitable in leasing equipment to the Chinese enterprises. In
addition to those difficulties we have mentioned in Chapter V and
Chapter VI concerning the legal and tax issues, a lessor needs to
pay special attention to the questions about the evaluation of the
creditworthiness of its customer, its property rights in a
financial lease, and the foreign exchange consideration.[1]
Credit Analysis
Leasing is a form of lending. Being a profit-oriented
entity, the leasing company primarily cares about the willingness
and ability of the Chinese lessee to pay its debt obligations over
a specified period of time.. Whether the lessor can get back its
payment is initially dealt with by the discipline of credit,
analysis.
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In western economies, ratio analysis is widely employed to
ascertain the creditworthiness of a given entity. With respect to
China, however, this technique cannot be realistically used in the
conventional sense. One must be prepared to look at less
conventional features and a greater degree of intangible aspects
to discern creditworthiness of Chinese entities. Because of the-
heterogenity of the entities, no standard rule could be applied to
all of them. Each entity should be examined on it's own.
Informal Channels
Besides direct contact with the prospective lessee, the
leasing company can talk to a third party which knows about the
lessee to identify its riskiness in the lease transaction.
Through this informal channels, the leasing company can get more
side information about the goodwill, the payment behaviour and the
credit-sta'ndinq of its potential customer.
Feasibility Study
As the repayment ability of the lessee depends on its
earnings to be generated from the investment or project, it is
advisable to examine the feasibility and the viability of the
project. While the Chinese lessee is primarily responsible for
preparing its feasibility study, it is not uncommon that the
leasing company itself also conducts a feasibility study for
comparison. For evaluation, the leasing company needs to ask some
questions such as:
(1) what are the production and marketing abilities of the
lessee? Have they been saturated?
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(2) are there enough energy and production materials to support
the equipment operation?
(3) what is the market potential of the new products to be
produced by the leased equipment?
(4) what is the return on investment of the new project to the
lessee?
Business Nature of the Lessee
In addition, the leasing company needs to know about the
business nature of the prospective lessee. In this centrally-
planned economy, leasing equipment to those industries of high
priority in the economic plan should involve the least risk
because these industries have the greatest support from the
government. According to the Seventh Five-Year Plan, the






(5) advanced technology and export-oriented business
Legal Status of the Lessee
Of course, the leasing company must be able to determine and
know the legal status of aprospective lessee. In other words, is
the lessee a part of the State or is it a separate legal entity?
The distinction is important for purposes of determining the
liability of the lessee to perform its obligations. If the lessee
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is considered to be a part of the State, the full credit and
resources of the State would be available to support the lessee's
obligations. Country risk instead of company risk would be
involved in the lease transaction. On the other hand,* if the
lessee is considered to be a separate legal entity, only those
assets owned by it or under its control would support the
obligations.
It is never easy to determine whether a particular Chinese
organization forms a part of the State or is a separate legal
entity. One must, if possible, scrutinize the statutes, documents
describing the organization structure, and the like to identify
the legal status of a particular lessee. Many of China's business
organizations are referred to in those documents as state-owned
enterprises. However, such bodies are usually made accountable
for their own profits and losses, and their income and
expenditures do not form part of the revenue and expenses of the
State. In addition, many of these organizations have been created
with a board of directors and a certain amount of paid-up capital.
If all of these characteristics are present, one could conclude
that a court would attribute limited liability to the lessee. In
other words, a creditor could only look to the assets of the
lessee to satisfy a judgement obtained against it.
Corporate Authority of the Lessee
Moreover, as different Chinese entities nave different
degrees of autonomy, the leasing company should be concerned about
the corporate authority of a Chinese organization to enter into a.
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lease. If there is a registered statute, or Memorandum and
Articles of Association establishing the lessee, the leasing
company should look to see whether it has been given specific
authority to enter into lease transactions. Usually, there will
be no specific statement on this point. In fact, the constituent
documents often do not even provide specific authority to borrow
money. It may be necessary to imply the authority to enter into
the lease from the nature of the lessee's operation, or the other
powers specifically granted to it or to accept the lessee's
statement or warranty that it has the authority to do so.
Official Guaranty of Payment
It should be noted that the above recommendations only help
minimize the exposure of the lessor to the default risk but could
not eliminate it. It is crucial for the lessor to secure an
official guaranty of repayment.- Within China, lessors may obtain
guaranties from financial institutions approved by the State
Administration of Exchange Control (SAEC). Forty-four
organizations, including the Bank of China and its branches,
CITIC, many provincial international trust and investment
corporations, and branches of certain foreign banks in China have
been authorized to provide guaranties of foreign exchange payment,
the names of which are shown in Appendix 4. Other organizations
such as the Forex-filled units/departments may also provide such
guaranties, but only if SAEC, on a case-by-case basis, authorizes
them to do so. According to SAEC sources, regulations governing
the guaranty of repayment regulations in foreign exchange are also
applicable to guaranties of payments under lease contracts.
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Though each of the forty-four official foreign exchange
guarantors has independent authority, they are subject to a limit
that governs the total guarantee that can be issued in any one
province or municipality. This total limit is usually related to
the amount of foreign exchange retained at that province or
municipality.
With recent tightening, the total amount of guarantees that
any province can issue has been reduced substantially. The extent
of the guarantee is cut too. Instead of covering 100% of the
entire investment, they are now covering up to a maximum of 70%




Property rights are important concepts in leasing because
leasing involves separation of ownership from use of real
property. In a financial lease, title to the leased equipment
legally remains with the lessor during the terms of the lease and
passes to the lessee upon payment of a nominal sum at the
termination of the lease. However, in a country having an
unsophisticated legal system as China, the concept of the
divisibility between ownership and use of real property can be
difficult. Chinese lessees generally view a lease as an
installment sale, and consider the leased equipment to be theirs
during the term of the lease. It is therefore necessary for the
lessor to find a substantial third party to witness its titleship
on the leased equipment. The third party can be the State 
Planning Commission, the State Economic Commission, the department 
in charge of the Chinese enterprise or some high-level authority. 
The witness serves to reinforce the property rights of the lessor 
on the leased equipment.
Current Belief
In case of default, the lessor should theoretically be 
entitled to repossess the equipment. However, according to the
sayings of some experienced lessors, the primary concern of the 
leasing company in dealing with the Chinese lessee is not whether 
it can repossess the leased equipment but whether it can get the 
. repayment. As far as the lessors are concerned, the repossession 
of the leased equipment seems to be out of the question. Firstly, 
because equipment leased in China is usually specialized and the 
resale for specialized goods is extremely small, repossession may 
be of little practical value. Secondly, resort to formal 
litigation is rather impractical, given the preference of Chinese 
parties to settle disputes by mediation and the underdeveloped 
nature of the Chinese court system. Hence, to secure an official 
guarantee of repayment seems more urgent and important than to 
secure a witness of the titleship from the authority.
   Foreign Exchange Consideration 
As the Renminbi (RMN) is not a convertible currency, a 
leasing company needs to use a third country currency to purchase 
the leased equipment. In order to avoid its exposure to foreign 
exchange risk, the leasing company needs to get paid in the
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foreign currency. It is therefore necessary for the foreign
lessor to be sure the potential lessee is permitted either to
retain or purchase foreign exchange for rent payments. Moreover,
as the lease contract lasts for a specified period of time, the
lessor needs to be sure the lessee will have sufficient foreign
exchange availability throughout the lease period. In view of-
these two considerations, it is no wonder that most of the current
foreign lessors are willing to lease equipment to those foreign-
exchange-generating entities only and the lease-contracts are of
short-term nature.
Repatriation of Profits
Even though the lessor is sure that he will get the payment
in terms of foreign currency, however, there still remains a
problem to be solved which relates to the repatriation of profits.
Since•the Chinese government exercises a foreign exchange control
in China, it is not easy to remit the foreign currency from the
country. Often in a cross border lease, the repatriation of
profits from China is not a problem as the profit element is
earned outside China. It is remitted along with the rest of the
lease payment. But where the lessor is operating within China as
a joint venture or representative office, then guarantees of
repatriation of profits would be appropriate.





Current Situation of Leasing in China
Amongst the investment vehicles available to foreign capital,
the establishment of joint-venture leasing companies in China is
most popular. Although the joint ventures are typically launched
with much fanfare, many seem to have sunk into oblivion
thereafter. However, several appear to be active such as Trilease
International and China Orient Leasing Co. The Japanese joint
venture companies are geared to promoting the export of Japanese
products to China which are now quite substantial.
The Market
Foreign joint venture leasing companies are engaged mostly in
leasing imported items to foreign joint ventures and. domestic
corporations. Most leases are structured as financial leases.
Competition
Besides the Japanese, the list of participants (Appendix 5)
also includes a number of French banks. The relatively large
representation of Japanese and French institutions among the
foreign partners engaged in joint venture leasing may reflect
their ability to tap low-cost funds in addition to the importance
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of the China-trade to their respective countries.
NrotitaoiI1t
Exhibit IX.1 provides a comparison of the after-tax yield on
a transaction under five scenarios which illustrate the employment
of five different financing vehicles. The exhibit shows that all
of the alternative leasing structures compare favorably with
offshore loans to Chinese or joint venture borrowers (Case II).
Case III is the most lightly taxed alternative because it is
assumed to be offering the customer a concessional rate. The only
way of maintaining a target return in this scenario is to increase
the cost of the equipment being financed thereby allowing a lower
nominal interest rate. This alternative is available only when
leasing to Chinese entities and may be subject to scrutiny by PRC
tax authorities. The next most advantageous form is a joint
venture leasing company in an SEZ/ETDC (Economic and Technological
Development Zone). While this scenario is less profitable than
Case III, its tax position is more clearly definable and less
subject to any subsequent unfavourable revision. A wholly-owned
leasing company in an SEZ/ETDC as in Case V is again somewhat less
profitable due to an additional profit remittance tax, but it
should be noted that the return on all of the leasing alternatives
are better than Case I. The comparative analysis here does not
take into consideration two additional factors, non-interest
expenses and the cost of capital. Non-interest expenses can be
high and are disregarded for income tax purposes under Chinese
law. This again highlights the vital point that no matter what
form of venture is being negotiated it is necessary to have all
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tax aspects agreed beforehand with the PRC authorities.. The
published regulations concerning SEZ/ETDC ventures state that tax
concessions may be given on a case by case basis and the inclusion
of non-interest expense deductions should certainly be a major
item.
Problems
As China has a different economic and political system from
the western world, difficulties are inevitable in doing business
with China. Yet, using formal litigation. to solve these
difficulties is impractical. Friendly negotiation with the
Chinese entities and to have a high-level authority get involved
in the lease transaction will be a better alternative.
Leveraged Lease
Inland Revenue (Amendment) (No.4) Bill 1985
The proposed new S39E is intended to limit the use of
leveraged leasing arrangements and sale and leaseback devices for
tax deferral. If enacted, it will deny depreciation allowances to
a lessor of plant and machinery in the following circumstances:
(a) where the plant or machinery was, prior to its acquisition by
the lessor, owned and used (or held for use) by the end-user
unless that end-user has obtained no depreciation allowances
on the plant or machinery and sells it to the lessor for no
more than he originally paid for it
(b) where the plant, not being a-ship or aircraft, is used wholly
or principally outside Hong Kong during the period of the
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lease and its -acquisition was wholly or predominently
financed by non-recourse debt and
(c) where the plant is a ship or aircraft and the end-user is
neither incorporated nor managed or controlled in Hong Kong
and the acquisition of the ship or aircraft was wholly or
predominently financed by non-recourse debt.
Though we cannot use non-recourse debt to arrange a leveraged
lease once the bill is enacted, we can still use recourse debt in
financing a lease, and the evaluation method in Chapter VII is
still valid. With a recourse debt, the risk of the lessor
increases and his expected rate of return is higher and the lease
would become less attractive to the lessee.
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ENE BIT IX.1 Lending versus Leasing
AFTER-TAX YIELDPROFITWITHHOLDINGINCOME TAX RATESPECIAL CONDITIONS/ASSUMPTIONSOR REMITTANCE TAXTAX/I CCT
Longing
1.5%- (10% * 15% *48%)NoNo15% of int. income deemedLender has long term rep officeI. Offshore loan to - (10% * 15% 10%) = 0.75%
in PRC which handles the loan and profit ft taxed progressivelyChinese entity to 40%. Local inc. tax ofdirectly enters the loan contract
18% of sane taxable income
1.5% - (10% * 10%) = 0.5%10%IL Offshore loan to
foreign enterprise
(100% foreign or JV)
in SEZ or ETOC
Losing
NoNo13 1. Foreign lessor based- Lessor can prove interest element Net interest income* 19% plus
in PRC leases to of lease is no higher than Chinese local income surtax of 19%
Chinese entities side buyer's credit (i.e. OECD
rates or LIBOR)
10%No30% of net interQst incomeIV. JU Leasing Company
plus local surtaxoutside of SEZ or
ETDC
JV: 1.5% - (1.5% *16.5%)NO if JVNo N/H tax15% of net interest incomeV. Foreign Leasing Co. - (18% 9 3%)= 8.9525%18% ifICCT of 3%plus local surtax(wholly-owned or JV) 100% Owned: 0.9525%-of int wholly-in SEZ or ETDC (0.9525% * 18.)= 8.85725%ownedincome
Agsuripti ons for the of ter-tax yield calculations
GROSS YIELD= 162 NET I NT INC.= 1.5%
COST OF FUNDS= LIBOR= 8.52 and no W/H tax paid on deposits
I. Spread- (Gross int* deemed profit* tax rate)-( Gross int* deemed profit* local tax rate)= STY
II. Spread- (Gross i nt* W/H tax)= STY
III. Spread- (Spread* tax rate)- (Spread* tax rate* local surtax)= RTY
IV. (Spread (Spread* tax rate)- (local Surtax))- profit remittance tax RTY
V. JV: Spread- taxes- ICCT= ATY
100% Owned: RTY above- profit remittance tax= ATY
ICCT- Industrial and CoMMrircial Consolidated Tax
1.5% - (1.5% * 10%)
-(1.5% * 10% * 10%) = 1.335%
1.5% - (1.5% * 30%)
-(1.5% * 30% * 10%) = 1.005%




QUESTIONNAIRE WITH THE LEASING COMPANIES
(I) Present Practices of Leasing with the PRC
1. What kinds of products are leasable to the PRC? Which type
is the most popular? Why is that so?
2. What are the general lease terms? Are there any differences
between the PRC market and other Western markets?
3. What types of leasing are being employed in the market?
4. Why does leasing become so popular in the PRC? Does the
'open-door' policy bear any relationship with this
popularity?
5. What kinds of investment vehicles are available to' foreign
capital in leasing equipment to the Chinese enterprises?
Which one is the most popular? What are the reasons?
6. In the PRC, is there any law governing the leasing activity?
Are there any governmental criteria in distinguishing
operating lease from financial lease? Which taxation laws
relate to lease transactions?
7. What are the required bureaucratic procedures to effect a
lease transaction?
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(II) Problems and Strateaies
1. What are the peculiar questions a lessor needs to consider in
leasing equipment to the Chinese entity? What are the
strategies to these questions?
2. In identifying the creditworthiness of a Chinese enterprise,
does the leasing company use the traditional credit analysis
techniques? If not, how does the leasing company evaluate
its prospective client?
3. Up to now, has there been any default by the lessee in the
PRC market? What kinds of measures are being taken by the
lessors to minimize their losses in case of default?
(III) Future Outlook of the Cross-Border Leasing With the PRC
1. What is the future trend and the market potential of the
leasing activity in the PRC?
2. Will there be any change in the investment vehicles available
to foreign capital in-leasing equipment to the Chinese
entity?
3. In the near future, will there be any new legislation by the
Chinese government to govern the activity?
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APPENDIX 2
QUESTIONNAIRE WITH THE ARTHUR ANDERSEN CO.
1. What are the taxation laws relating to the leasing activity
in the PRC?
2. Are there any differences in tax treatments towards operating
leases and financial leases? Has the Chinese government set
.any criteria to distinguish between them?
3. Which party has the right to claim the depreciation allowance
-- the lessor or the lessee? Under what circumstances can he
exercise his claim? Does the Chinese government permit the
adoption of accelerated depreciation allowance?
4. What kinds of expenses are deductible in calculating the
taxable income of the leasing company?
5. Under what conditions will the withholding tax rule be
applied to the rent receipt? Which portion of the receipt
will be subject-to the withholding tax-- the gross income or
the interest portion only?
6. For a leasing company, are there any tax differences in
operating among the four Special Economic Zones, the fourteen
Coastal Cities and other parts of the country?
7. Will there be any new legislation by the Chinese government




OPERATING FRAMEWORK OF HONG KONG
Legislative Framework
Leasing Legislation:
There is no legislation on leasing.
Definition:
There is no standing definition of leasing but English Common
Law, which' applies in Hong Kong, provides that a lease is any
agreement for the hire of chattels, that is, goods.
Leasable Assets:
There is no statutory definition of leaseable assets. But a
lease must be of 'chattels' and this basically includes all
movable assets but excludes land.
Lease Term:
There is no minimum or maximum term for leasing contracts.
Lease Payment:
Lease payments may be expressed in either local or foreign
currency or the local currency equivalent of foreign currency.
They may also be indexed to an inflation indicator or established
on a floating rate basis. There is no interest rate ceiling
regulation specific to leases.
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Lessee Purchase Option:
The concession to the lessee of a purchase option is not
permitted. If a purchase option is given, the contract becomes
one of lease-purchase or hire purchase and not a lease. But there




There is no regulatory body governing leasing operations.
Licence Requirement:
No licence is required to engage in leasing.
Legal Status:
A leasing company may be organised in the form of a limited
liability company, partnership or individual enterprise.
Eligible Lessors:
There are no regulations specific to the leasing industry,
and as such no regulations exist regarding what kind of
enterprises, other than leasing companies per se, may engage in
leasing operations as lessors.
Banks and other financial institutions are subject to
limitations and supervision in respect of all activities under the
Banking Ordiance. None of the clauses deal specifically with
leasing transactions but banks and other financial institutions
will be within the general controls. Similarly, other types of
companies such as insurance companies may be subject to
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restrictions specific to them.
Minimum Capital-Requirements:
There are no minimum capital requirements.
Ownership:
Foreign ownership in a leasing company is permitted without
restrictions. Common ownership of several leasing companies is
permitted. Reciprocal ownership between two or more leasing
companies is not permitted if those companies are incorporated in
Hong Kong. Ownership of leasing companies by financial
institutions is permitted without restrictions.
Funding:
Leasing companies are not permitted to accept deposits but
they may issue bonds.
Credit Controls:




In the absence of an accounting standard on leasing in Hong
Kong, lessors usually treat assets under operating leases as fixed
assets and assets under finance leases either as loans or as fixed
assets.
Tax authorities accept both finance and operating methods.
There is no regulatory authority for the leasing industry.
However, if leasing business is undertaken by a bank or a deposit-
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taking company (DTC), the bank or DTC would have to observe the
Banking or the DTC Ordinance. There is also a Companies Ordinance
requirement on all companies to prepare 'true and fair' accounts.
Either the finance method or the operating method would normally
meet the 'true and fair' requirements, provided that the
fundamental accounting concepts are met and there is proper
disclosure in the accounts.
Lessee Accounting:
Lessees usually adopt one of the following treatments in
relation to finance leases: (a) recording them as rights (assets)
and obligations (liabilities) in balance sheets, or (b) recording
lease rental payments as an expenditure, either on 'instalment
due' basis or on a straight line basis, over the term of the
lease. Under this method, the total outstanding lease commitments
are also usually disclosed in the notes to the accounts.
Tax Aspect
Taxation of Lessor:
In the year of acquisition of a qualifying capital asset, tax
depreciation of 55 percent of the acquisition cost plus either 10
percent, 20 percent or 30 percent of the reducing value will be
given.
If the leases are accounted for under the 'operating method'
standard, depreciation by the lessor is calculated on the basis of
the tax life of the respective asset.
The tax treatment of revenue from lease payments is generally
neutral to the -tax treatment of income earned by a financial
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institution on a comparable term loan.
There is no taxation on capital gains.
There is no withholding tax on revenue from lease payments.
There is, however, a potential withholding tax on 'interest'
revenue if the source of such revenue is in Hong Kong and it is
not paid to a person exempt under Section 28 Inland Revenue
Ordinance.
Taxation of Lessee:
Depreciation allowances may be claimed by the lessee if he
has acquired title to the asset under the agreement. If not, and
the asset is used for the purpose-of-producing profits chargeable
to Hong Kong tax, a deduction will be given for the lease payments
made in the year of assessment.
Lease payments made by a lessee will not be tax deductible
unless the leased asset is used for the purpose of earning
Drofits chargeable to Hong Konq taxation.
Current Market Practice
Residual Value:
The residual value depends on the viability of continued use
by an unrelated third party, historical data and trends as well as
insurable amounts, among other factors.
Secondary Market:




Syndicated leases relate more often to offshore leases which
tend to be larger and which have been concluded for Hong Kong
based lessees as well.
Offshore Leasing:
The market for offshore leasing is developing rapidly but is
subject to the increasing scrutiny of the Financial Secretary and
the Inland Revenue Department.
















































截 止 一 九 八 五 年 十 月 底 ， 经 国 家 外 汇 管 理 局 批 准 下 列 金 融
机 构 可 以 办 理 外 汇 担 保 业 务 ：
中 国 银 行 及 其 分 行
香 港 汇 丰 银 行 上 海 分 行
英 国 麦 加 利 银 行 上 海 分 行
新 加 坡 华 侨 银 行 上 海 分 行
香 港 东 亚 银 行 上 海 分 行
香 港 南 洋 商 业 银 行 深 圳 分 行
香 港 南 洋 商 业 银 行 蛇 口 分 行
澳 门 南 通 银 行 珠 海 分 行
广 东 省 银 行 深 圳 分 行
北 京 中 国 投 资 银 行 总 行
中 国 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
上 海 市 投 资 信 托 公 司
广 东 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
福 建 投 资 企 业 公 司
湖 北 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
天 津 市 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
浙 江 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
中 国 银 行 信 托 咨 询 公 司
辽 宁 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
河 北 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
广 州 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
江 苏 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
来 源 ： 中 國 銀 行 總 行
北 京 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
江 西 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
深 圳 国 际 信 托 投 资 总 公 司
沈 阳 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
中 国 重 庆 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
陕 西 省 金 融 联 合 投 资 公 司
广 东 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司 深 圳 分 公 司
中 国 工 商 银 行 信 托 投 资 公 司
中 原 开 发 信 托 投 资 总 公 司
四 川 省 长 江 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
安 徽 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 服 务 公 司
吉 林 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
中 国 宁 夏 伊 斯 兰 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
汕 头 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
河 南 省 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
山 西 经 济 开 发 投 资 公 司
广 西 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
湖 南 国 际 信 托 投 资 公 司
东 方 汇 理 银 行 深 圳 分 行
香 港 汇 丰 银 行 深 圳 分 行
新 加 坡 大 华 银 行 厦 门 分 行
国 际 商 业 信 贷 银 行 厦 门 分 行
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Appendix 4
Financial Institutions in the PRC Licensed by the SAEC
to Provide Foreign Exchange Guarantee Services
1. Bank of China and its branches
2. Shanghai Branch of Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
of Hong Kong
3. Shanghai Branch of Standard Chartered Bank Ltd. of the UK
4. Shanghai Branch of Overseas Chinese Bank Ltd. of Singapore
5. Shanghai Branch of Bank of East Asia of Hong Kong
6. Shenzhen Branch of Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd. of Hong Kong
7. Shekou Branch of Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd. of Hong Kong
8. Zhuhai Branch of Nantung Bank Ltd. of Macao
9. Shenzhen Branch of Kwangtung Provincial Bank
10. China International Trust and Investment Corp.
11. Shanghai International Trust and Investment Corp.
12. Guangdong International Trust and Investment Corp.
13. Fujian Investment Enterprise Corp.
14. Hubei International Trust and Investment Corp.
15. Tianjin International Trust and Investment Corp.
16. Zhejiang International Trust and Investment Corp.
17. Trust and Consultancy Corp. of Bank of China
18. Liaoning International Trust and Investment Corp.
19. Hebei International Trust and Investment Corp.
20. Guangzhou International Trust and Investment Corp.
21. Jiangsu International Trust and Investment Corp.
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22. Beijing International Trust and Investment Corp.
23. Jiangxi International Trust and Investment Corp.
24. Shenzhen International Trust and Investment Corp.
25. Shenyang International Trust and Investment Corp.
26. China Chongqing International Trust and Investment Corp.
27. Shaanxi Financial Joint Investment Corp.
28. Shenzhen Branch of Guangdong International Trust and
Investment Corp.
29. Industrial Commercial Bank of China Trust and. Investment
Corp.
30. Zhongyuan Development Trust and Investment Corp.
31. Sichuan Changjiang International Trust and Investment Corp.
32. Investment Bank of China
33. Anhui International Trust and Investment Corp.
34. Shenzhen Branch of Hong Kong Shanghai Banking Corp.
35. Shenzhen Branch of Bank of Credit Commerce International
36. Xiamen Branch' of United Overseas Bank Ltd.
37. Jilin International Trust and Investment Corp.
38. China Ningxia Islam International Trust and Investment Corp.
39. Shantou International Trust and Investment Corp.
40. Henan International Trust and Investment Corp.
41. Shanxi Economic Development and Investment Corp.
42. Guangxi International Trust and Investment Corp.
43. Hunan International Trust and Investment Corp.
44. Shenzhen Branch of Banque Indosuez.
APPENDIX 5
JOINT VENTURE LEASING COMPANIES
(AS OF DEC 31, 1984)
FINANCIAL DATAFOREIGN PARTNERSCHINESE PARTNERSNAME




Bank of East AsiaBank of China(2) Trilease International
Societe General
(3) Guangdong International China National Machinery Trilease International
Leasing Corp Import Export Corp Mitsui Bank
Guangdong Financial
Development Co
(4) China-Japan(Shenzhen) 7 Japanese trading companies, Capital= *200 millionShenzhen Municipal
Leasing Co Industrial Development including C Itoh Co
Service Co (50X)
(5) North China Intl Capital= USD 3 millionLITIC Dalian entities Japanese entities (257.)
Leasing Co Standard Chartered Bank (15%)
(6) China Int'l Non-Ferrous BOC Trust Consulting First Interstate
Metals Leasing Co Ltd BNP
(7) China Universal Leasing Bank of China Sanwa Bank
Dresdner Bank
APPENDIX 5 (Cont')
NAME CHINESE PARTNERS FOREIGN PARTNERS FINANCIAL DATA
(8) China Int'l Packaging BOC Trust Consulting Banque Paribas
Leasing Italian Bank
(9) China Investment CI T I C Royal Bank of Canada Capital= USD4.1 million
Finance
(10) Hua He Intl Leasing Co Qingdao Leasing Corp Showa Leasing
BOC Qingdao Trust
Consulting Co
(11) China Pacific Leasing Shanghai Foreign Trade Japan Leasing Corp
Co Corp Long Term Credit Bank
China Leasing Co
Trust Investment Co of
the Industrial
Commercial Bank of China
(12) China Int'l Leasing Co China National Technical Mitsubussan Co Registered Capital
Import Corp = USD 3 million
Chinese Investment Bank
(13) South China Int'l Bank of China (30%) BNP (30%) Capital= USD 5 million
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